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An understanding of the tectonic history of the Klaniath Mountains

is crucial for a valid paleogeographic reconstruction of the Pacific

Northwest. However, prior to this study there were very few

paleomagnetic (PM) data from the Kiamath Mountains (KN), which resulted

in conflicting interpretations about the role of the KM province in

the tectonic evolution of western North America. Tienty-eighL sites

from five unmetamorphosed Middle Jurassic KM plutons with K-Ar ages

ranging from 161 to 139 m.y.B.P. yielded stable PM results showing

(1) a direction for the 160 in.y.B.P. Ashland pluton (D324°, 163°,

a95 8, nr.6) nearly concordant with the coeval expected direction

(D=337°, 1=54°) and (2) clockwise rotated directions for the plutons

of Grants Pass (D045°, 167°, a95 12, n=4), Greyback (D=083°, 163°,

ct95=9, n=9), and the Wooley Creek batholith and Slinkard pluton

combined (D=037°, 160°, cL95=ll°, n9).

Tectonic interpretations of these PM data are difficult; .two

interpretations are offered to explain the observed directions. In

the first, the mean PM direction of the four plutons with discordant
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directions (D=057°. 1=65°, a95=7°, n=22) is restored to the expected

150 m.y.B.P. (the average K-Ar age for these four plutons) direction

by rotation of a rigid block "87° in a counterclockwise sense about a

vertical axis (the possibility of tilt of these four plutons is dis-

regarded in this interpretation). The Ashland pluton which shows no

rotation is problematic. Either there was (is) a tectonic boundary

west of the Ashland pluton, separating it from the rotation of the

others, or the Ashland pluton was influenced both by clockwise rota-

tion and tilt, the combined effect producing an essentially concor-

dant PM direction. In the second interpretation we distinguish

between the northern KN, intruded by the Grants Pas and Greyback

Mountain plutons, and the southern region intruded by the Wooley

Creek batholith and the Ashland and Slinkard plutons. The bases for

this distinction are recent geologic and gravity studies which

suggest that post-Middle Jurassic uplift of the domal Condrey

Mountain Schist may have caused radially outward tilt of its

adjacent terranes and plutons intruded therein, causing some of the

observed discordances in their PM directions. Thus, in the second

interpretation it is envisioned that (a) the northerly portion of

the KN, intruded by the Grants Pass and Greyback plutons, was

affected primarily by clockwise rotation about a vertical axis, and

(b) discordant directions for the remaining plutons intruded farther

south are due primarily to tilt in response to Condrey Mountain

uplift. Based on the observed inclinations, there is no evidence

of transport of the Kiamath Mountain province along lines of longi-

tude since Middle Jurassic time.



Tectonic interpretations of the PM results of this study are

consistent with significant post-Middle Jurassic clockwise rotation

of the Kiamath Mountains. The first interpretation above yields

87° of clockwise rotation of the terrane examined. According to the

second interpretation, a clockwise rotation of lOO is inferred

from the average of the PM results of the northern Grants Pass and

Greyback plutons. Therefore, 100 to 25° of clockwise rotation of the

KM may have occurred prior to the formation of the Oregon Coast

Range ("55 m.y.B.P.) and the two provinces may have rotated together

since post-Lower Eocene time.
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PALEOMAGNETISM OF JURASSIC PLUTONS

IN THE CENTRAL KLAMATH MOUNTAINS,

SOUTHERN OREGON AND NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

INTRODUCTION

Paleomagnetism has been an essential aid to the paleogeo-

graphic reconstructions of Cordi].leran North America. The

hypothesis that the present day structure of western North America

may be attributed to large scale right lateral shearing distributed

across a broad zone is supported by an increasing number of paleomag-

netic data from mostly Mesozoic and Cenozoic rocks from Alaska to

Baja California (Beck 1976, 1980). These data demonstrate discordant

paleomagnetic directions for which observed declinations are clockwise

rotated relative to coeval declinations from the stable North American

craton. In some cases, observed inclinations are shallow and thereby

suggest the northward translation of various terranes (Beck, 1976,

1980). Tectonic models based on paleomagnetic results from provinces

adjacent to the Klamath Mountains (1cM), such as the Oregon Coast Range

and Cascade Range, suggest different geologic histories f or the Pacific

Northwest. A rotational history of the KM is inferred from its strati-

graphic contacts with these two provinces but, prior to this study,

little had been done to test this paleomagnetically. The understanding

of the extremely complex geology of the KM has been enhanced by a

wealth of studies focused on the petrology and structure of the
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region. However, without paleomagnetism the tectonic history of the

KM province and its role in the evolution of the Pacific Northwest

could not be known.

Objectives

This study focuses on the paleomagnetisni of five Middle and

Upper Jurassic plutons in the central Klamath Mountains of south-

western Oregon and northwestern California. These are the Grants

Pass, Ashland, and Slinkard plutons, the Greyback intrusive

complex, and the Wooley Creek batho].ith. The primary objectives of

this study were to determine from paleomagnetic results the tectonic

history of the KM province subsequent to pluton emplacement and, if

possible, to explain the relationship of the tectonism of the Kianiath

Mountains to that of its surrounding terranes, particularly the Oregon

Coast Range.

Suitability of the Plutons for Paleomagnetic Study

Four important factors make these pluton.tc rocks the most appro-

priate Kiamath Mountain rocks f or a paleomagnetic study satisfying

our objectives:

1. Their ages have been radiometrically determined by Lanphere

et al. (1968) using K-Ar techniques. Additional dates for several

plutons, based on U-Pb determinations on zircons have been provided

by Allen et al. (1982).

2. They are widely distributed throughout the province.
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3. They are the youngest rocks present and probably the least

structurally disturbed.

Z. They comprise the majority of the unmetamorphosed rocks of

the province. Others which exist are the Upper Cretaceous and

younger sediments flanking the eastern KM margin and occurring as

occasional outliers, and Permian volcanic and sedimentary strata.

Problems Associated With Paleomagnetic Studies
of Plutonic Rocks

Due to inhomogeneities in both lithology and grain size,

samples from a single plutonic outcrop possess a wide range of

magnetic properties, including intensity and directional stability.

The slow cooling of intrusions results in their remanence having been

acquired over tens of thousands of years. Therefore, samples within a

pluton (and frequently within one site) can record normal, reversed,

and transitional polarities. In order to adequately average secular

variation and compensate for the often substantial number of unstable

samples, many cores must be drilled at and measured for each site

(10-12 or more c.f. I18 for basalts). The problem of structural

control. is inherent in a paleomagnetic study dealing with intrusives

which lack both bedding and exposed contacts. Without such control,

any post-emplacement tilt is difficult to ascertain. Therefore,

it is important that sampling localities span as large an area as

possible in order to average out local tilting and deformation. As

an additional measure of structural control, the paleomagnetism of

the Upper Cretaceous Hornbrook Formation was also examined. Because
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sediments of this formation are in direct nonoonformable contact with

the Ashland pluton, reliable paleomagnetic data would allow for the

assumption that at least the Ashland pluton and its host terranes have

undergone whatever rotation and/or translation the Hornbrook was sub-

jected to since its Late Cretaceous deposition. However, the remagnet-

ization of the Hornbrook Formation in the the present field (Mankinen

and Irwin, 1982; this study) conceals its tectonic history.



BACKGROUND

Physiographic and Geolologic Setting

The Kiamath Mountains (KM) geologic province occupies 31,000

square kilometers in northwestern California and southwestern Oregon

along the western margin of the Cordilleran orogen (Figure 1). It is

geologically and geomorphically distinct from the adjacent provinces

of the Coast Ranges to the north and south and the Cascades to the

east. The KM feature high relief (up to 2500m), thick and diverse

vegetation, and somewhat limited access.

The geology of the Kiamath Mountains is extremely complex. The

region consists primarily of intensely folded, faulted, and metanior-

phosed Ordovician to Upper Jurassic eugeosynclina]. rocks intruded by

Middle to Late Jurassic granitic plutons. These pre-Cretaceous units

are often called "subjacent" and are unconformably overlain by

"superjacent" sedimentary and volcanic strata of Cretaceous and

younger ages.

The gross structural feature is shown in Figure 2 to be an

elongate, north-trending arcuate body composed of four concentric,

lithologic belts or subprovinces. These terranes of differing meta-

morphic grade are separated by easterly-dipping thrust faults, the

progressively older eastern thrust plates having overridden the

western ones. Detailed examinations of the nature and timing of

thrusting by Irwin (1966, 1972) and Davis et al. (1979) show that

these major thrusts have shallow dips. In addition, the structure has

been further complicated by numerous high-angle normal faults active
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during the last 30 million years.

It is believed that the Klamath Mountains are a geologic continu-

ation to the northwest of the western Sierra Nevada. Many correla-

tions between structural and lithologic features of the two provinces

have been identified by Davis (1969), Hamilton (1969), and Wright

(1981), including the similarities between pluton.ic rocks.

Description of the Four Lithologic Belts

Following Irwin's (1960) terminology the lithologic belts from

east to west, respectively, are: the Eastern Kiamath belt, the Central

Metamorphic belt, the western Paleozoic and Triassic belt, and the

western Jurassic belt. The following paragraphs briefly describe each

one.

Eastern Klamath Belt

Late Triassic through Middle Jurassic volcanic arc activity is

well-preserved in the 12,000 to 15,000 meter thick stratigraphic

section of the Eastern K].amath belt. The easterly-dipping Ordovician

through Jurassic sequence is buried under Cascade volcanic rocks to

the east and is underlain in the west by the Lower Paleozoic Trinity

u].tramafic sheet.

Central Metamorphic Belt

The metasedimentary Salmon Hornblende Schist and the inetavolcanic

Abrams Mica Schist comprise the majority of the Central Metamorphic

belt. Rb-Sr age determinations by Lanphere et al. (1968), and K-Ar

ages by Hotz (1977) for the Abrams and Salmon, respectively, indicate

that the two were coinetamorphic during Devonian time. Davis (1966)



suggests that the former was metamorphosed from oceanic sediments

deposited upon the ancient oceanic crust from which the latter was

derived.

Western Paleozoic and Triassic Belt

The western Paleozoic and Triassic belt (wTrPz) is the most

extensive of the four Klamath belts. It is an assemblage of fine-

grained elastic sedimentary rocks, eherts, mafia volcanic rocks, and

lenticular marbles. All rocks in the wTrPz have undergone at least

lower greensehist facies metamorphism. Some that have been metamor-

phosed to almandine-amphibolite facies may be higher grade equivalents

of the other rocks.

The southern part of the wTrPz subprovince is subdivided into

the terranes of North Fork (block-on-block melange), Hayfork (volcani-

elastics), and Rattlesnake Creek (dismembered ophiolite), from east to

west, respectively. Ando and others (1976) suggest the equivalence of

the North Fork and Hayfork terranes. This subdivision is not applied

to the central and northern portions of the wTrPz, however, extensions

of the Hayfork and North Fork exist and are described as a tectonic

melange. The primarily Mesozoic Applegate Group, the portion of the

wTrPz extending into Oregon, was metamorphossed to a low grade

(Davis, 1966).

Western Jurassic Belt

A several kilometer thick sequence of flysch and volcanic arc

deposits of the Galice and Rogue formations comprises the western

Jurassic subprovince. This assemblage was metamorphosed at a low
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grade during very Late Jurassic time (Dott, 1971). Having formed

synchronously with wide-spread plutonism in the Sierra Nevada and

Klamath regions, these rocks may be the volcanic equivalents of the

plutons, although an island-arc setting could also be inferred

(Hamilton, 1969). Folded and metamorphosed rocks of the Lower or

Middle Jurassic Josephine Peridotite at the base of the western

Jurassic belt form the western margin of the Klamath province.

Tectonic History of the Klamath Mountains

Carey (1958) first proposed that the present structure of the

western Cordillera of North America resulted from a process of

regional right lateral shear of the continent with respect to adja-

cent plates of the Pacific basin. Such a shearing process occurred

within a broad zone along the continental margin, portions of which

are undergoing similar motion and have been since at least the close

of the Mesozoic (Atwater, 1970). It is believed that the tectonic

development of the western Cordillera may be attributed to this

shearing process.

To explain the anomalous position of the Klamath Mountains

relative to the Sierra Nevada and the anomalous trend of the Blue

Mountains of eastern Oregon, the idea of an oroclina]. structure (as

defined by Carey in 1958) in the Cordillera of' North America was

proposed by Hamilton and Myers (1966). Hamilton's (1969) model

depicts an originally sub-linear orogenic belt (Figure 3), presumably

continuous along the entire western Cordillera and analogous to that

of present day western South America. This feature formed sometime
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during the Mesozoic as a result of large scale oblique underflow of

the Pacific Ocean crust beneath the North American continent.

However, the precise times of formation and deformation of the struc-

ture are still under investigation. It is postulated that under-

thrusting and subsequent granitic intrusion had ceased by Early

Cretaceous time and that deformation of the orocline occurred as a

result of late Cenozoic extension and right lateral strike-slip

faulting (Hamilton, 1969).

Evidence is accumulating in support of the idea that the western

eugeosynclinal portion of Cordilleran North America comprises a

tectonic collage of aecreted alloohthonous terranes formed during the

Mesozoic. It is possible that the Klamath Mountains and Sierra Nevada

provinces are allochthonous as well. An increasing number of authors

have interpreted the Jurassic rocks of the two provinces to be exotic

elements of the Cordillera that were carried to the North American

plate atop Pacific Ocean lithosphere and acoreted during oblique

Jurassic subduction of the oceanic lithosphere beneath the continent

(Schwieckert and Cowan, 1975; Dickinson, 1976; and Irwin, 1981).

Subsequent rifting of the Kiamath Mountain terrane away from its Sierra

Nevada counterpart accounts for the present day relative positions of

these regions (Irwin, 1966; Davis, 1969; Hamilton, 1969; Schweickert,

1976). The actual time of rifting remains undetermined. Hamilton

(1969) originally proposed that rifting occurred during the Tertiary,

however, the presence of widespread Upper Cretaceous marine sediments

between the two provinces has led Schweickert (1976), Irwin (1977),

and Blake and Jones (1977) to postulate an Early Cretaceous time for

rifting.
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Two principal lines of thought have been developed to elucidate

the origin and Mesozoic evolution of the Kiamath Mountain province:

(1) The concept that three or more independently evolving

Jurassic volcanic arcs are represented within the Kiamath Mountain

terranes is most recently discussed by Irwin (1981). According to

this model, the lithotectonic plates and some intrap].ate terranes are

vestiges of oceanic crust and island arcs that aecreted to the North

American plate sequentially from east to west. Furthermore, the

major eastward-dipping thrust faults separating these terranes are

regarded as former sutures along which eastern plates were consecu-

tively underthrust by western ones. Similar earlier arguments

presented by Schweickert and Cowan (1975), Dickinson (1976), and

Hamilton (1978) are the foundation for this idea. Figure 1 depicts

the sequential ages of suturing of these accretioriary plates. With

the exception of the Devonian suturing of the central metamorphic

subprovince to the eastern Klamath subprovince, all plates were

aecreted during Mesozoic time.

(2) In contrast, Burchfiel and Davis (1981) cite geologic

evidence to support the notion that Middle and Late Jurassic volcanic

rocks and coeval plutons in the Kiamath Mountains are components of a

single evolving Jurassic magmatic arc constructed across a previously

sutured boundary between continental arc rocks and younger rocks of

oceanic affinity. Rather than former sutures, the same Jurassic

thrust faults delineate internal Middle and Late Jurassic disruption

and imbrication in response to continued oblique plate convergence.

In addition, Burchfiel and Davis (1981) argue that not one of these

thrust faults can be identified with certainty as being a convergent
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plate boundary and that at least one croascuts older structures in

both upper and lower plates.

Plutonic Rocks of the Kiamath Mountains

Plutonlo rocks are widely distributed throughout all four lithic

belts of the Klamath Mountains (Figure 2), but the majority were

intruded into the wTrPz and central metamorphic belts. They range in

size and shape from small stocks and sills to elongate bodies of

batholithia proportions with long axes aligned parallel to the

regional structural trend.

A comprehensive examination of the plutonic rocks of the KM is

presented by Hotz (1971). In addition, several of the plutons have

been studied in detail. A broad range of lithologies exists but

quartz diorite is the most abundant. Commonly occurring lithologies

include trondhjemite, quartz monzon.tte, granodiorite, and hornblende

gabbro. Variations in texture within single plutons may be attributed

to multiple intrusions, assimilation of wall rock, and magmatic

differentiation (Davis et al., 1965). Many of the larger plutons are

composite bodies with the outer intrusive units characteristically

being the oldest and most mafia in composition (Davis, 1966).

Based upon the existence of largely concordant contacts and

deflection of country rock structures, Davis (1966) suggests that the

principal mode of emplacement was by forceful intrusion. Furthermore,

he believes that the more elongate bodies, characteristic of the

wTrPz, are probably sheetlike in form and were intruded along thrust

fault contact zones between major lithologia types. However, the
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rootless nature of several plutons which intrude the wTrPz suggest

that their intrusions preceded thrusting (Allen, 1981; Charlton,

1979; Barnes, 1982).

Davis (1966) recognizes at least two distinct periods of

regional metamorphism in the KN, one during the late Paleozoic and

the other during Jurassic time. Irwin (1981) contends that addi-

tiona]. metamorphic episodes probably occurred. Whether Late Jurassic

plutonic intrusion precedes or postdates the regional metamorphism

has not been deternined, but it appears that plutons have experienced

little or no post-emplacement metamorphism.

On the basis of K-Ar ages, Hotz (1971) partitions the Kiamath

Mountains into four plutonic belts that appear to be progressively

older from east to west (Fig. 5) and notes that geochemical similar-

ities are temporally rather than spatially controlled. A discussion

of some geochemical and age trends follows.

The Kiamath plutons define two distinct petrochemical suites

(Davis et al., 1965) - trondhjemitic and cab-alkaline. Relative

to the cab-alkaline rocks, those of the trondhjemitic series are

characterized by high but fairly constant Na/K and lower Fe/(Fe+Mg)

ratios at a g±ven alkali content. In addition, available K-Ar age

data on biotite (127-1140m.y.) by Lanphere et al. (1968) suggest that

they are slightly younger than other Kiamath plutons (138-167

m.y.B.F.). Plutons with trondhjemitic affinities are shown in

Figure 5. All but two lie within Hotz's "Trinity Mountains plutonio

belt" and were emplaced into the Trinity ultramafc complex of the

eastern Klamath subprov±nce as crosscutting features (Charlton, 1982,

pers. comm.). The trondhjemitic White Rook and Castle Crags plutons
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lie outside the Trinity Mountains plutonic belt and are eliminated

from the suite of trondhjemitic intrusions (Hotz, 1971).

Plutons comprising the cab-alkaline suite include those of

Grants Pass, Greyback, Ashland, Vesa Bluffs, Wooley Creek, Slinkard,

and several smaller intrusions. All intrude the wTrPz belt and lie

within the region designated by Hotz as the "northern plutonic area".

K-Ar ages on hornblende (Lanphere et al., 1968) reveal a weakly

apparent northwestward trend toward younger plutons within this area

and range from 157 m.y.B.P. for the Ashland pluton (average of three

ages) to 136 m.y.B.P. for the Grants Pass pluton.

A third and minor trend of high potassium oalc-alkaline

geochemistry is displayed in Hotz's "Ironside Mountain plutonic belt".

Specifically, this includes the Ironside Mountain batholith and Forks

of Salmon and Wildwood plutons which intrude the southern portion of

the wTrPz. They are primarily syenodioritio to monzonitic in lith-

obogy and are slightly older than the plutons of the cab-alkaline

suite.

In summary, with the exception of the western Jurassic

subprovince, the KM plutons fall within three petrographically and

geoohronologically distinct plutonic belts. Progressively younger

from west to east these are the Ironside Mountain, northern, and

Trinity Mountains plutonic belts. Respectively, they comprise suites

that are K-rich caic-alkaline, caic-alkaline, and trondhjemitic. The

Chetco and Bear Mountain complexes that intrude the western Jurassic

lithic belt are gabbroic and therefore not classified by plutonic

belt. Neither has been examined in detail. The differences in
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geochemistry and age among the existing plutonic suites is thought to

be the result of different parental magma compositions rather than

fractionation of K-bearing minerals, assimilation of K-poor rocks, or

albitization after solidification.

Previous Related Paleomagnetic Work

A thorough review of the copious paleomagnetic (PM) results from

studies along the continental margin of western North America is

presented by Beck (1976, 1980). A large majority of these data

display directions that are discordant relative to coeval paleomag-

netic directions for the stable North American craton. These

discordant .directions are evidence for clockwise rotations (and in

some instances possibly northward translations) of tectonic blocks,

since respective times of acquisition of primary remanence. Dextral

shear between North America and plates of the Pacific Ocean is

believed to be responsible for the observed discordances and

displacement of virtual geomagnetic poles into the Atlantic Ocean.

Beck (1980) partitions the PM results from the western edge of

North America Into three geographic regions: a northern section

extending from Alaska southward to Vancouver Island and the North

Cascades of Washington; a central section spanning the region of

western Washington, Oregon, and northwestern California to Cape

Mendocino; and a southern section which includes all studies from

Cape Mendocino to the Gulf of California. While data from all three

regions show clockwise rotations of terranes, only data from portions

of the northern and southern regions display statistically significant
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flattening of the observed inclinations, one interpretation of which

is the northward transport of crustal bodies.

The Kiamath Mountains (KM) lie in Beck's central region, there-

fore only PM data reported by Beck (1980) for Oregon and Washington,

as well as more recent data are discussed here. In addition, the PM

results from Late Cretaceous plutons of the Sierra Nevada are

discussed. The relevance of these data is warranted on the basis of

existing implications for rifting of the Klamath Mountains away from

the Sierra Nevada. Studies from the other two regions are addressed

by Beck (1976 and 1980) where more complete reference lists

are given.

Oregon Coast Range

The first discordant paleomagnetic direction f or the Oregon

Coast Range (OCR) was determined by Cox (1957) for the lower to middle

Eooene Siletz River Volcanic series, whose direction was apparently

clockwise rotated by 70° about a vertical axis with respect to the

expected Eocene direction. Following this initial study, many other

paleomagnetic investigations have focused on determining the extent

of the rotated block as well as the mechanism and timing of its rota-

tion. The geotectonic map of Figure 1 shows the relative geographic

positions of the units studied.

Cox's study was expanded by Simpson and Cox (1977) to encompass

Eocene through Oligocene sediments and volcanics from a broader

geographic region of the OCR. Observed clockwise rotations of 500_700

relative to the stable craton confirmed the earlier work by Cox. The

Tertiary clockwise rotation of the OCR is also substantiated by Clark
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(1969), Cox and Magill (1977), Beck and Plumley (1980), and Magill et

al. (1981). Together, these data define the rotated OCR block as a

single, internally coherent unit extending north from the KM more

than 350 km to the Oregon-Washington border and having a width of

about 70 km from the coastline eastward. Data of both Simpson and

Cox (1977) and Beck and Plumley (1980) are consistent with a constant

rotation rate of approximately 1.5°/m.y. from early Eocene to sometime

between Miocene and present time.

The internal coherence of the rotated block is inferred by the

continuity of outcrop of Eocene Coast Range sedimentary formations and

their lack of intense deformation, as well as the internal consistency

of paleocurrent directions (Lovell, 1969; Snavely et al., 196t)

recorded in turbidites within these formations. In addition, a

pronounced gravity high extending the full length of the OCR province

(Bromery and Snavely, 196i4) coupled with smooth gravity contours

further suggests the relatively rigid nature of the rotated orustal

block.

Simpson and Cox Models for Coast Range Rotation

Two models for the tectonic evolution of the Pacific Northwest

were developed by Simpson and Cox (1977) and are shown in Figures 6A

and 6B. Model 1 proposes that the rocks of the OCR formed on a slab

of oceanic plate and that the OCR block, thought to extend from just

north of the Klamath Mountains to just north of Newport, Oregon ("225

kin), arrived at its present position after having been clockwise

rotated about a pivot point near its southern end during subduction

beneath North America. Alternatively, model 2 assumes that the coastal
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block extends as far north as the Olympic Peninsula, and was rotated

about a pivot point near its northern end. Problems exist with both

models, and only the paleogeographic reconstruction provided by the

second model restores the Kiamaths to a position against the line of

Cretaceous batholiths in northwestern Nevada and satisfies Hamilton's

(1969) idea of early Tertiary rifting of the Kiamaths away from the

Sierra Nevada. As discussed previously, however, rifting was more

likely a Mesozoic event.

Washington Coast Ran&e

Though the timing and mechanism(s) of rotation are yet to be

constrained, existing PM data firmly establish that the OCR rotated as

a single coherent block. However, the picture in the Washington Coast

Range (WCR) is more complex. Tertiary rocks of this province appear

to have rotated significantly less than coeval OCR rocks (Globerman

and Beck, 1979; Beck and Burr, 1979). It is suggested that perhaps

the WCR consists of several blocks that rotated independently upon

accretion (Beck, 1980).

Alternatively, if the WCR were once a coherent block, it may have

been severely distorted by underthrusting which accompanied orogeny in

the Olympic Mountains (Beck and Engebretson, 1982). A PM investi-

gation of the arcuate early to middle Eocene Crescent Formation in

southwestern Washington yielded variable amounts of rotation and led

Wells and Coe (1980) to suggest that the mechanism for rotation in

Washington may have been (and may still be) movement along a conjugate

system of strike-slip faults active since the middle Miocene.
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Cascade Range

The question of Cascade Range rotation was first addressed in PM

studies of southern Washington by Beck and Burr (1979) and Bates et

al (1979). Respectively, these studies focus on the Upper Eooene to

Oligocene Goble Volcanics which flank the western Cascades, and the

Oligocene Ohanapecosh Formation. Moderate amounts of clockwise

rotation (25°+13° for Goble, 23°+16° for Ohanapecosh) led Beck and

Burr (1979) to believe that, althoug3i the Cascade Range had apparently

been clockwise rotated with respect to North America, its rotation was

perhaps independent of the Coast Range. Further examination of the

Ohanapecosh Formation and two other Oligocene Cascade formations

nearby in southern Washington yielded a clockwise rotation of 35°±lk°

(Bates et al., 1981). The similarity of this result to those of other

studies from neighboring parts of the WCR and Washington Cascades

implies that the two regions likely rotated as a single unit and at a

nearly constant rate from post-Eocene to present time. Magill and

Cox (1981) integrated their own data from Oligocene rocks of the

western Cascades of Oregon with those of Beck (1962), Beck and Burr

(1979), and Bates et al. (1979) and computed an average post-Oligocene

clockwise rotation of 27°+7° for the western Cascade Range. This is

evidence that, since early to middle Eocene OCR rocks exhibit more

than 700 of clockwise rotation, nearly 500 of OCR rotation must have

occurred between Eocene and pre-Cascade time. The onlap of Cascade

upon Coast Range rocks in south-central Oregon and in northern

California precludes independent rotation of the two provinces.

Magill et al. (1982) compare the paleomagnetic results of the
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presumably late Miocene basalt of Pack Sack Lookout and its possible

correlative, the Pomona Member of the Columbia River Basalt Group.

These units are respectively located to the west and east of the

Cascades and are believed to be the product of a single eruption. On

the basis of differing paleoniagnetic directions of these two units,

Magill et aX. suggest that the clockwise rotation of southwestern

Washington appears to have been associated with rotation of large

portions of western Oregon and southern Washington, while the region

east of the Cascades exhibits no evidence for tectonic rotation. The

Cascade Range appears to coincide with the tectonic boundary separa-

ting rotated and unrotated regions of Washington.

Eastern Oregon

Evidence for tectonic rotation does exist, however, for Mesozoic

rocks east of the Cascades in Oregon. Clockwise rotations of 66°+21°

and 600+290 are recorded in the Middle and Upper Triassic Seven

Devils Group (Hilihouse et aX., 1982) and the Upper Jurassic-Lower

Cretaceous plutons of the Blue Mountains (Wilson and Cox, 1980),

respectively. In order to account for the lack of rotation of the

Pomona Member, rotation of the eastern Oregon block must either have

occurred prior to late Miocene time or been independent of the

Columbia River Plateau. A pre-late Eocene period of rotation for the

Blue Mountains is favored by Wilson and Cox on the basis of statisti-

cally insignificant rotation of the late Eooene-Oligocene Clarno

Formation to the west of the Blue Mountains (Beck et aX., 1978).

Two Phase Rotation Model

Using all the available data from the Coast Ranges and Cascades
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of Oregon and Washington, Magill et al. (1981) have advanced a two

phase rotation model to explain the observed discordant directions and

tectonic evolution of the Pacific Northwest. The model for two stage

rotation of the Cascades and OCR was arrived at by applying a weighted

least squares fit of a third order polynomial to the data in Figure 7

for rotation versus age. They propose that Phase I occurred during

the Eocene interval of 50-k2 m.y.B.P. as a result of fragmentation of

the Farallon plate and rotation of a fragment during its accretion to

North America (Figure 8A). This earlier phase resulted in 500 of CW

rotation about a southern pivot point and is essentially model 1 of

Simpson and Cox (1977). Following an interval of tectonic quiescence

during late Eocene through Oligocene time, Phase II rotation took

place (and may still be occurring) as an effect of differential exten-

sion of the Basin and Range province to the east It accounts for 27°

of post-25 m.y.B.P clockwise rotation about a northern pivot point

(Figure 83) and requires that since that time, the Cascades, Coast

Range, Kiamath 43untains, and Sierra Nevada all rotated in a clockwise

sense and moved westward together, retaining their present east-west

spacing. Phase II is essentially model 2 of Simpson and Cox (1977),

but has been modified to account for the Mesozoic rifting of the

Kiamaths away from the Sierra Nevada.

Kiamath Mountains

Very few paleomagnetic investigations other than the present

study have been undertaken in the Klamath Mountains province due to

widespread metamorphism as well as little or no evidence for poatmag-

netization deformation. Cretaceous outliers and Tertiary sediments in
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the southern Kiamath Mountains were examined by Mankineri and Irwin

(1982) and include the marine Upper Jurassic to Upper Cretaceous Great

Valley sequence and the Upper Cretaceous Hornbrook Formation, as well

as the non-marine Eocene Montgomery Creek and Oligocene Weaverville

formations. Results indicate that the rocks are largely remagne-

tized. However, data from specimens which were judged to have escaped

remagnetization suggest a possible post-Cretaceous clockwise rotation

of 11.5° ± 15.8°. Compared with existing data from the OCR, these

findings indicate that the OCR and KM did not behave as a single rigid

block during the early Tertiary and that post-Oligocene rotation, if

real, is less than that proposed by Magill and Cox (1981) for the

OCR-KM-Cascades block.

Preliminary paleomagnetic results by Mankinen et al. (1982)

reveal variable amounts of clockwise rotation for rocks of the Eastern

Klamatb belt. Perinian through Jurassic volcanic and sedimentary

strata have primary remanence directions which are clockwise rotated

by more than 100° with respect to coeval expected directions for

stable North America. Age progressive rotation is not apparent.

Lower and Middle Jurassic strata demonstrate 50° of clockwise rotation

relative to the stable craton. On the basis of these data, it is

suggested that rotation of the Eastern Klaniath terrane began during

Late Triassic or Early Jurassic time, perhaps in response to its

accretion to the continental margin. The lack of rotation of the

superjaoent Cretaceous strata reported by Mankinen and Irwin (1982)

indicate that rotation must have been completed by Cretaceous time.
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Sierra Nevada

The majority of the available PM results from the Sierra Nevada

are from the central portion of the province in the vicinity of

Yosemite National Park. All data indicate that the Sierra Nevada

province has not been displaced relative to stable North America since

Late Cretaceous time. Gronuné and Merrill (1965) examined the paleo-

magnetism of 85 m.y. old gran.ttes from the Sonora Pass area (l0 miles

north of Yosemite Valley) and confirmed the earlier results of Currie

et al. (1963) that the paleomagnetio poles recorded in these rocks are

concordant with two Cretaceous poles from rocks in Quebec. These

findings are further substantiated by the work of Gromm et al. (1967)

for the Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous Guadalupe Mountains igneous

complex and Bucks batholith diorite. It was concluded from their

study that apparent polar' wandering during Mesozoic time was due to

continental drift rather than true polar wandering as an independent

process.

Frei et al. (1982) report 504O of' poleward translation and 5°..±7°

of clockwise rotation of the central Sierra Nevada since 83 m.y.B.P.,

on the basis of PM results obtained for two Upper Cretaceous (96 and

83 m.y.) plutons in that region. They point out that the lack of

Sierra Nevada rotation does not support tectonic models requiring

large counterclockwise rotation of the Sierras during Basin and Range

extension, but a model of clockwise rotation during early Tertiary

extension followed by a comparable amount of counterclockwise

rotation during late Tertiary Basin and Range extension (Magill et

al., 1981) is still feasible.
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The lack of rotation of the Sierra Nevada is also indicated

by the paleomagnetia investigation of Hannah and Verosub (1980) of

the Permian Reeve Formation and the Devonian Taylor Formation in the

northern portion of the province. On the basis of the paleomagnetic

data and geologic observations, they conclude that these Paleozoic

volcanic rocks were remagnetized during Late Jurassic time. In

addition, they propose that the Sierra Nevada block has behaved as a

single tectonic unit that has experienced no significant rotation

since at least Cretaceous time.

Unlike the central and northern Sierra Nevada, the southernmost

portion of the province has apparently undergone clockwise rotation

since Upper Cretaceous time. Kanter and McWilliams (1982) interpret

paleomagnetic data from the Upper Cretaceous Bear Valley Springs

pluton as evidence for 15°+11 of clockwise rotation since that time.

Such a rotation is believed to be in accord with the east-west trend

of the southernmost part of the province, and it is suggested that the

observed rotation is part of a large oroclina]. bend due to right

lateral shear along a proto-San Andreas transform. The lack of rota-

tion of the Miocene Kinnick Formation (Kanter and McWilliams, 1982)

constrains the time of rotation to be between 80 and 20 ni.y.B.P.
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PALEOMAGNETISM OF THE LATE CRETACEOUS

HORNBROOK FORMATION

Introduction

Pa].eomagnetic investigation of the Late Cretaceous sediments of

the Hornbrook Formation was undertaken to study the post-Late

Cretaceous rotational history of the Klamath Mountains. In addition,

any post-early Tertiary rotation/translation found for the Hornbrook

Formation might also have affected the Ashland pluton, and perhaps a

greater portion of the Kiamath province. The Hornbrook sediments were

especially promising since they are neither deformed nor metamorphosed

and would permit a candid interpretation of the regional tectonic

history subsequent to deposition.

Regrettably, data presented herein confirm the recent remagnet-

ization of the Hornbrook Formation established by Mankinen and Irwin

(1982). Samples for their study were obtained from the lower, medium-

to coarse-grained units of the Hornbrook Formation. Aware of their

results, this study focused on the upper mudstone unit in hopes that

its magnetic particles would be sufficiently fine to possess stable

primary remanence.

Geology of the Hornbrook Formation

The Late Cretaceous marine tranagressive sediments of the

Hornbrook Formation are exposed for approximately 225 km along a

northwesterly strike from Shasta Valley, California, to Bear Creek

Valley, Oregon. Northeasterly dips vary from 200_300 throughout the
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formation and shallow toward the northwest. Th.ls formation directly

onlaps with great unconformity the subjacent strata of the central

metamorphic and western Paleozoic and Triassic belts of the Klamath

Mountains, including the Ashland pluton.

Elliott (1971) originally recognized four mapable lithologic

units, assigning the lower two to the Hornbrook Formation and the

upper two to the Hilt Formation. More recently he has regrouped the

entire 1350m sequence into four distinct units of the Hornbrook

Formation (Elliott, pers. comm., 1981). Resistant and thickly bedded,

medium-grained gray to greenish-gray arenites and wackes, as well as

pebble-cobble conglomerates comprise the lower A through C members of

the Hornbrook Formation. The overlying D member totals nearly l000m

and is characterized by very fine-grained dark gray to olive gray,

friable mudstones with a large admixture of very fine-gra.tned sand and

silt. Well-bedded outcrops exist but indistinct bedding is more

common. Blueschist minerals in the basal sandstones indicate a Kiamath

Mountain source for the Hornbrook Formation.

Magnetite was determined by Elliott to be the most abundant

opaque mineral present. Comprising 2.5-2.8% of all minerals,

niagnetite particles exist as equant, moderately-rounded and discern-

ably smaller" particles altered in varying degrees to reddish

hematite and yellow limonite (Elliott, 1971).

Paleomagnetic Sampling and Laboratory Procedures

Eighty cores were drilled from five well-bedded sites within the

upper mudstone unit and one site from fine-grained sandstones of the
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lowermost Member A. Locations and descriptions of sampling outcrops

are given in Appendix C. Two localities were sampled by extracting

carefully oriented hand specimens; standard sampling techniques

(Doell and Cox, 1965) were employed at the remaining four sites.

Cores were sawed to obtain as many 2.5 cm long specimens as possible.

Four pilot samples from each site (2 from each of 2 cores) were

stepwise demagnetized in alternating fields (AF) up to 250-300 Oe and

measured on a Schonstedt digital spinner magnetometer (model DSM-1).

The remaining samples (1 per core) were magnetically cleaned at 50 Oe

intervals to peak fields of 250 Oe. Directions were corrected for

bedding orientation using attitudes taken at each drill core. Based

upon the degree of clustering for structurally corrected directions,

a single cleaning field was selected for each site (usually 100 Oe).

Corresponding directions for all samples at that AF level were

analyzed according to the methods of Fisher (1953) to obtain a mean

direction for each site, as well as the statistical parameters,

k and

Paleomagnetic Results

Table 1 summarizes the PM data obtained for the Hornbrook

Formation. Mean directions for each site are based on sample direc-

tions (1 sample per core only) at 100 oe. Directions before and after

bedding correction are shown on the stereonet plots of Figure 9A and

9B with associated circles of 95% confidence. All samples are normally

magnetized and stereonet plots are lower hemisphere projections.

Dispersal of site mean directions upon structural correction may imply



Table 1: Summary of Paleoinagnetic Data for Cretaceous Hornbrook Formation

Site

Stable

Uncorrected

D(°) '(°)

Directions

Dc(°)

(100 Oe)

Corrected

I(°) a95(°) k n(NT)

Average
Bedding Attitude

HB 1 348 64 020 64 5 177 6(6) N 0.2°W l5°NE
HB 2 025 62 032 46 4 82 21(21) N 44°W 17°NE
HB 3 014 70 024 57 8 63 6(6) N 52°W 14.5°NE
HB 4 039 56 049 45 6 52 13(13) N ll°W 13.6°NE
HB 5 032 68 038 49 6 75 10(10) N 45°W 19.4°NE
HB 6 354 56 014 39 4 137 9(9) N 39°W 24.2°NE

Formation Mean Direction

Uncorr. 015 64 9 52 6(6)

Corr. 030 51 10 44 6(6)

Expected Paleofield D I AD AT

Late K (ca. 90 myBP) 331 69 4 2

Present Field Direction 020 66

c95 is radius of circle of 95% confidence. k is precision parameter. n is number of samples
(one per core) used in calculation of site mean direction. NT is total number of cores drilled.

(J

Li,
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Figure 9. Site mean directions and associated values
for sites of the Upper Cretaceous Hornbrook Formation.
(A) Site means before bedding correction and (B) site
means after bedding correction. (C) Formation mean
directions and corresponding a9ç values (before and
after bedding correction) computed for the six sites.
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that remanence was acquired after tilting, however, the increase in

and decrease in k values are slight and might not be significant.

The combined directions for the six sites before and after

bedding correction are shown on the stereonet plot of Figure 9C. The

fact that the uncorrected mean direction is intermediate and not

statistically distinct from the directions of either the present

field or the axial dipole field strongly suggests the recent remagnet-

ization of the Hornbrook Formation. This is further supported by

the similarity of natural remanent magnetization (NRI4) intensities to

those of viscous remanent magnetization acquired over ten weeks in the

laboratory. In addition, appliotion of bedding correction displaces

this mean direction to a position unlike that of either the present

field or the expected Cretaceous field (Figure 9C).

Anhysteretic and Viscous Remanent Magnetization Studies

Studies by Riinbert (1959) and Levi and Merrill (1976) have shown

that anhysteretic and thermal remanent magnetization (ARM and TRM,

respectively) have similar stabilities with respect to AF demagneti-

zation. Although depositional remanent magnetization (DRM) is

definitely not TRM, the AF stability of DRM is often similar to that

of TRM and by analogy to ARM, since the detrital grains in which the

remanence resides possess an intrinsic TRM. An assumption which

follows is that for a given rook or mineral, if NRM and ARM have

similar coercivities, the NRM is likely a ThM.

To assess the nature of the remanent magnetization possessed by

the Hornbrook Formation, as well as the possibility of its
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remagnetization, ARM was given to two samples from each of the six

sites. These samples were first stepwise AF demagnetized to 1000 Oe

to remove as much remanence as possible. ARM was then produced in

each sample by superimposing a DC field of 0.5 Gauss on an AF with

1000 Oe peak field. The induced ARM was demagnetized in a fashion

identical to that for NRM demagnetization.

The same samples were later allowed to acquire viscous

remanent magnetization in the laboratory field for ten weeks. All

samples showed similar behaviors of NRM, ARM, and VRM upon AF demag-

netization. Figure 10 compares these findings for two typical

Hornbrook samples. While NRM and VRM have nearly identical coercivi-

ties, both are distinctly less stable than that of ARM. In addition,

the VRM intensity acquired in ten weeks was comparable to the NRM

intensity. These facts suggest that the remanence possessed by the

Hornbrook Formation is likely of viscous origin.
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Figure 10. Normalized intensity curves for AF demagnetiza-
tion of natural, viscous, and anhysteretic remanent
magnetizations (NlM, VRM, and ARM, respectively) for two
samples from the Hornbrook Formation. Sample 81,29,5,2
is from the lower arenaceous Member A, sample 81,16,3,6
is from the inudstone of the uppermost Member D of the
formation. The sthiilarity of NRM and VRN suggests that
the renanence possessed by the Hornbrook Formation is likely
of viscous origin.
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PALEOMAGNETISM OF KLAMATH MOUNTAIN PLUTONS

Introduction

Five Middle to Upper Jurassic plutons of the central IClaniath

Mountain Province were sampled for paleomagnetic study. Shown in

Figure 11, these are the plutons of Grants Pass, Ashland, and

Slinkard, the Greyback intrusive complex, and the Woo].ey Creek

batholith. All intrude the western Paleozoic and Triassic subpro-

vinoe and lie within Hotz's (1971) northern plutonic belt. These

plutons are cab-alkaline in nature and are believed to be unmeta-

morphosed.

Sampling

Fanploying the standard paleoinagnetic technique described by

Doell and Ccx (1965), seven to thirteen cores were drilled from

each of thiry-seven sampling localities within the five plutons.

Figure 11 shows the approximate locations of these sampling sites.

The distribution of sites within these plutons is: Ashland - 9

sites; Grants Pass - 5 sites; Greyback - 10 sites; Slinkard - 6

sites; and Wooley Creek - 7 sites. Cores were fully oriented with

a Brunton compass, and orientations are accurate to within 2°. The

drilled cores were sawed in the laboratory to obtain two specimens

each after discarding the weathered ends ("0.5-1.0 cm). Due to

drilling difficulties, the more silicic lithologies frequently

yielded but one specimen.
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Laboratory Techniques

Three representative specimens from each site were selected

from independent cores for stepwise demagnetization in alternating

fields (AF) up to 300-1000 oersted (Oe) and measurement on a

Schonstedt digital spinner magnetometer (model DSM-1). A demagnet-

ization sequence for the remaining samples in each site was selected

on the basis of the directional stabilities, coercivities, and

polarities of the respective pilots. Reversely magnetized specimens

typically required demagnetization to higher AF levels (700-1000 Oe)

for sufficient removal of secondary components of magnetization.

The more stable sites permitted elimination of several demagnetiza-

tion steps whereas sites whose pilot samples lacked directional

stability required the detailed stepwise demagnetization of the

remaining specimens. Only one specimen per core (usually the one

furthest into the outcrop) was subjected to AF demagnetization,

however, suspect data frequently required treatment of companion

samples.

Analysis of Paleomagnetic Data

Many problems are inherent in a PM study of plutonio rocks.

Just as pilot samples are not necessarily representative of entire

sites, cores within a single site often exhibit a wide range of

natural remanent magnetism (NRM) and median destructive field (MDF)

values. Such variations result primarily from inhomogeneities in

both lithology and grain size.

The inhornogeneous character of plutonic rocks is manifested
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not only in their compositional and textural variabilities but in

the broad spectrum of PM properties which they possess. Within-

site generalizations were therefore prohibited, and stable PM dir-

ections were chosen individually for each specimen by the method

described in this section. Site means were then computed according

to the method of Fisher (1953), usIng only one direction for each

core. The statistical parameters, k and a95, described in Appendix

A, were computed as measures of data reliability and degree of

clustering of directions. Finally, mean directions for sites

within a pluton were veotorally averaged by the same method to

yield a mean PM direction for each pluton, as well as the corres-

ponding ct95and k values.

uality Factors

Quality factors were assigned to each sample to aid in the

comparison and tabulation of their relative stabilities and reliabi-

lities. Each received two such factors, thereby being classified

according to its field quality as well as its laboratory quality.

Table 2 specifies the criteria which must be met for each classifi-

cation of both quality factors. The "field quality" factor (1F=best

through 3F) accounts for the degree of certainty in core orientation

as well as the coherency of the outcrop from which the core was taken.

The "laboratory quality" factor (AAbest through D) refers to the

degree of directional stability of a sample upon AF demagnetization.

Appendix B lists all samples and their respective quality factors.



Table 2: Explanation of Field nd Laboratory Quality Factors
Assigned to Each Pa].eomagnetic Sample

Field Quality Factors

iF - Core oriented with confidence (uncertainty 2°). Block
from which core drilled has apparantly not moved
relative to remainder of outcrop.

2F - Slight uncertainty in orientation of core resulting from
either breakage of core during orientation or loose/tight
fit of orienting tool on core. Additional 1-2° uncer-
tainty in orientation.

3F - Questionable orientation due to: a) excessive play in
orienting tool during orientation of core, as for very
short cores in highly silicic sites where drilling was
difficult, b) breakage of core during drilling and inabi-
lity to orient precisely, c) dubious nature of block from
which core extracted with respect to remaining outcrop.

Laboratory Quality Factors

LA - Very tight clustering of directions for entire demagneti-
zation sequence with possible exception of NRM direction
and/or directions at AF levels >700 Oe. On 23 cm dia-
meter streonet, cluster of AL sample has diameter of

cm ("that of a dime). Tightness of cluster permits
selection of direction corresponding with a single AF
level as stable direction.

A - Tight clustering of directions for demag. sequence.
Cluster diameter <3.1 cm ("that of half dollar piece) on
stereonet of 23 cm diameter.

B - Directions cluster at 3 sequential demag. levels.

C - No clustering of directions, though a trend may exist.

D - Highly unstable behavior of sample yielding no apparant
trend of directions.
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Selection of Stable Directions

For only about one third of the samples was the stable direction

chosen to be that corresponding with a single AF demagnetization level.

Stable PM directions were determined for the remaining two thirds by

vectorally averaging three or more clustering directions at sequential

AF levels. The stable direction for a sample was taken as that corres-

ponding with a single AF level only if the sample was rated as AA lab

quality or if the direction at that level represented the mean

direction (to within 2-3°) obtained by averaging over an interval. For

the sake of consistency, stable directions for AA samples were taken as

that nearest the MDF level for that sample. In rare cases (<1%),

stable directions of two samples from one core were averaged to obtain

a stable direction for that core.

Omission of Samples

For the sites considered to be paleomagnetically reliable, 86%

of the cores were used in the calculation of site mean directions.

Cores comprising the remaining 114% were eliminated if either of the

following criteria were met.:

1) Lab quality factor equals C or D.

2) Stable direction deviates from the respective site mean

direction by two or more angular standard deviations.

Nature of Magnetism of Klamath Plutonic Rocks

NRM and Behavior Upon AF Demagnetization

Natural remanent magnetization values for samples from the KM



plutons fall between 1 E-6 and 3 E-3 Gauss and are tabulated in

Appendix B. Values within single sites occasionally span comparable

ranges. In addition to large variations in NRM intensities, cores

exhibit a broad range of' stabilities. The behavior upon AF demagnet-

izatiori of representative samples for each p].uton is depicted on the

stereonet projections of Figures 12A, 13A, 11A, 15A, and 16A. The

corresponding normalized intensity curves shown in Figures 12B, 13B,

11B, 15B, and 16B display the wide ranges in MDF values of both

stable and unstable samples. Comparison of stereonet plots and J/J0

curves for individual samples within a pluton illustrates that higher

MDFs are not indicative of greater directional stabilities.

In general, J/J0 curves for directionally stable samples

typically show a regular decay of NRM intensities upon AF demagnet-

ization, whereas those for unstable samples (81 ,22 ,6,2 (GM 6), Fig.

13B; (ASH 1), Fig. 11B; and 82,1,6,2 (SLK 3); Fig. 15B)

often display abrupt fluctuations in intensity. Unstable samples

such as these frequently experience unsystematic polarity reversals

throughout demagnetization sequences. In comparison with other

plutons, a large number of SLK samples were unstable and are

typified by sample 82,1,6,2 (Figure 15B). Hence, 58% of all Slinkard

samples were rejected in the final analysis. Stable reversely mag-

netized CR) samples are usually characterized either by an initial

increase followed by a fairly regular decrease in intensity upon AF

demagnetization (e.g. Greyback sample 80,8,3,1 in Fig. 13B) or

failure to decay upon AF demagnetization (e.g. Ashland sample

81,17,9,2 in Fig. 9B; Slinkard sample 82,5,7,2 in Fig. 15B).



Figure 12. Grants Pass pluton: Behavior upon AF demagneti-.
zation of three representative samples as depicted on
(A) stereonet projection and (B) normalized intensity plot.
Closed (open) symbols represent lower (upper) hemisphere
projections.

Lab
Sample (Site) Quality

79,3,2,1 (GPE 1) 3.40 E-4 AA

A 79,4,5,2 (GPN 1) 1.65 E-.5 C *

I 81,18,1,2 (GPW 1) 5.68 E-5 AA

*Rejected sample
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Figure 13. Greyback intrusive complex: Behavior upon AF
demagnetization of four representative samples as depicted
on (A) stereonet projection and (B) normalized intensity
plot. Closed (open) symbols represent lower (upper)
hemisphere projections.

Lab
Sample (Site) Quality

79,2,5,1 (GM 1) 5.18 E-6 AA

o 80,8,3,1 (GM 4) 2.34 E-6 A

A £ 81,22,6,2 (GM 6) 5.00 E-6 D *

I 81,23,1,2 (GM 7) 3.50 E-4 AA

*Rejected sample
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Figure 14. Ashland pluton: Behavior upon AF demagneti-
zation of four representative samples as depicted on
(A) stereonet projection and (B) normalized intensity
plot. Closed (open) symbols represent lower (upper)
hemisphere projections.

Lab
Sample (Site) Quality

o 80,4,5,1 (ASH 1) 6.91 E-7 C *

o U 81,12,7,2 (ASH 4) 2.65 E-5 B/C *

o 81,17,9,2 (ASH 7) 2.48 E-5

A 81,17,11,2(ASH 7) 7.47 E-5 A

*ejected sample
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Figure 15. Slinkard pluton: Behavior upon AP demagnetiza-
tion of three representative samples as depicted on
(A) stereonet projection and (B) normalized intensity
plot. Closed (open) symbols represent lower (upper)
hemisphere projections.

Lab
Sample (Site) J0 Quality

Q 82,4,6,2 (SLK 3) 2.09 E-6 B/C *

0 82,5,7,2 (SLK 4) 6.56 E-7 A

£ 82,6,5,2 (SLK 5) 4.83 E-7 A

*Rejected sample
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Figure 16. Wooley Creek batholith: Behavior upon AF demagne-
tization of three representative samples as depicted on
(A) stereonet projection and (B) normalized intensity plot.
Closed (open) symbols represent lower (upper) hemisphere
projections.

Lab
Sample (Site) Jp Quality

A 81,6,8,2 (WC 3)

0 U 82,8,6,1 (WC 6)

0 82,9,8,2 (WC 7)

*Rejected sample

1.67 E-4

1.81 E-6 B *

2.13 E-6
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The histograms of' Figures 17A-17E show the distribution within

each pluton of MDF values for directionally stable (accepted) and

unstable (rejected) samples of both normal and reversed polarities.

Distributions for the Grants Pass pluton (Fig. 17A), Ashland pluton

(Fig. 17C), and the Wooley Creek batholith (Fig 17E) are heavily

skewed toward the low end of the MDF range, with median values <100 Oe

(considering accepted samples only) for each pluton. In contrast,

MDF values are more evenly distributed for the samples of the Greyback

complex (Fig. 17B) and Slinkard pluton (Fig. 17D), with median MDF

values (accepted samples only) in the 201-300 Oe and 301_1100 Oe

ranges, respectively.

Both the Greyback intrusive complex and Wooley Creek batholith

have considerably higher percentages of reversely magnetized samples

which were used in the final analysis (31% and 50%, respectively)

than do the plutons of Grants Pass (3%), Ashland (11%), and Slinkard

(22%). However, the median MDF value for the directionally stable

(accepted) reversed samples of the Wooley Creek batholith (51-100 Ce

range) is markedly lower than that for the Greyback complex (301_1O0

Oe range).

As demonstrated previously by plots of normalized intensity

(Figures 12B, 13B, 9B, 15B, and 16B), MDF alone is not a reliable

stability criterion for the plutonic rocks of this study. The

relationship of directional stability to MDF was examined in a

histogram (not shown) displaying the distribution of sample lab

quality (U through D, Table 2) in different ranges of MDF for

samples from all plutons. Samples of A/B and better quality show a



Figure 17. Distribution of median destructive field (MDF)
values for stable (accepted) and unstable (rejected) sam
ples of both normal and reversed polarities for the
plutons of (A) Grants Pass, (B) Greyback, (C) Ashland,
(D) Slinkard, and (E) Wooley Creek. Normal samples
represented by striped pattern (alternatingaccepted,
openrejected), reversed samples represented by dotted
pattern (closed=accepted, open=rejected).
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general bimodal distribution whereas more unstable samples have lower

MDFs. Proportionately speaking, samples of poorer lab quality (B

through D) have a higher occurrence of MDFs <100 Oe while stabler

samples have MDF values >200 Oe.

StabilitY

In paleoniagnetic studies dealing with plutonic rocks, a large

portion of the suite of samples is often rejected on the basis of

instability. Unfortunately, there exists no reliable field criterion

to aid in the selective sampling of outcrops; one merely samples what

is available, providing the rocks are fresh and coherent.

Suspicions that rocks which appeared in hand sample to be more mafic

would contain a higher percentage of Fe-Ti minerals, or that more

fine-gra.ined rocks might possess fine-grained, stable minerals

proved false. Sites consisting of both felsic and/or medium- to

coarse-grained rock yielded stable samples as well as site mean

directions with high directional clustering among cores.

Likewise, in the laboratory there exists no easily measurable

quantity whereby stable and unstable samples can be distinguished

and the chances of obtaining reliable PM results might be

maximized. Several relationships between properties of the

Klamath plutonic rocks were examined in hopes that such a criterion

might be established. An increase of NRM intensity was noted for

samples of increasing low field magnetic susceptibility, x. This

is expected, since both quantities are proportional to the volume

percent of magnetite. Interestingly, directionally stable and

rejected specimens of both polarities were evenly distributed
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throughout the ranges of both NRM and X. Correlations between MDF

and either x or NRM (not shown) were very poor, and no trends were

observed for samples distinguished on the basis of polarity (N vs.

R) or directional stability.

The Koenigaberger ratio, Q, is defined as the ratio of remanent

to induced magnetization and is given by

Q = J /x H,

where Q is the ratio of the intensity of NRM (J) to that induced

by the Earth's field (H) at the sampling site. This ratio has

sometimes been used as a stability criterion, with higher Q values

corresponding with greater stability. Very poor correlations were

observed (not shown) between Q and MDF for the samples from the

Greyback complex and the Grants Pass pluton, suggesting that Q and

MDF do not sample the same property for these rocks.

The histograms of Figures 1 8A and 1 8B show the distributions of

log Q values for samples from the Grants Pass and Greyback plutons,

respectively. Q values range from 0.1 to 9.5 for the former and

from 0.003 to 13 for the latter, although '..9O% of the samples within

the latter fall between 0.01 and 2.0. There is an apparent correla-

tion between Q and stability for the Grants Pass pluton; 75% of the

samples with log Q < 0 (i.e. Q < 1) are from site GPN (site rejected

due to instability), 67% of' the samples with log Q between 0.2 and

0.6 (1.6 < Q <Zr) are from site GPE 1 (stable site), and 91% of the

samples with log Q betweem 0.6 and 1.0 (4 < Q < 10) are from the

three GPW sites (very stable). This type of correlation does not

exist for the samples from the Greyback intrusive complex (Fig. 18B).



Figure 18. Distribution of Q values for stable (accepted)
and unstable (rejected) samples of both normal and reversed
polarities within the (A) Grants Pass pluton and (B) Greyback
intrusive complex. Patterns as in Figure 17.
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Polarity

Many of the sites examined in this study contain both normally

and reversely magnetized cores, perhaps having cooled through a

polarity transition of the Earth's magnetic field or having been

formed by multiple intrusions. A striking feature of these mixed

polarity sites is that cores of reversed polarity generally display

shallower inclinations than cores of normal polarity, while declina-

tions are approximately antipodal. This is graphically depicted on

the stereonet projection of Figure 19, which shows stable directions

for normal and reversed samples from a typical mixed polarity site.

Also noteworthy is that seven of the nine rejected sites contain

samples of both polarities.

Opaque Mineralogy

Seventeen polished sections from stable and unstable cores were

microscopically examined under reflected light to investigate the

relationships between stability and both grain size and mineralogy

of magnetic phases. The percentage of total opaques present is less

than 1% for 1k of the samples, the remaining three possessed 1-3%.

Grain sizes range from <O.Okmm - 0.8mm so mineral recognition was

often difficult. Pure magnetite is present as isotropic subhedral,

octahedral grains in thirteen (possibly fifteen) samples, constitu-

ting 10-50% of total opaques. Exso].ution was detectable at a

magnification of 200x in only two of the samples. Replacement of

magnetite by pyrite and/or chalcopyrite was frequently observed.

One or two anisotropic opaque phases were present in 15-16 of the
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Figure 19. Stable paleomagnetic directions for reliable
samples from site GM 3. Though normal and reversed samples
are antipodal with respect to declination, inclinations
of the latter are shallower.
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samples; crystals were frequently twinned, occurring as primary

aubhedra]. to anhedral crystals. Distinctions between hematite and

ilmenite were rarely possible.

For the polished sections examined, no obvious mineralogical

differences exist between stable and unstable samples. In the

reversely magnetized cores, magnetite appears to comprise a smaller

percentage of the total volume of opaque minerals than in normally

magnetized cores. Further examination of the opaque mineralogy of

additional samples is necessary before correlations between

stability and either grain size or mineralogy can be made, and

microprobe analysis is required for identification of the aniso-

tropic phases.

Paleomagnetic Results from Middle Jurassic Plutons

Introduction

This section presents the paleomagnetic data of this study

individually for each pluton. Site means and associated circles of'

95% confidence for the Greyback intrusive complex, Grants Pass pluton,

Ashland pluton, and the Wooley Creek batholith and Slinkard pluton

combined are plotted on the stereonet projections of Figures 20-23,

and listed Tables 1_7, respectively. Figure 11 shows the distribu-

tion of sampling sites within these plutons. Site descriptions and

locations are given in Appendix C. Site polarities (N, normal; R,

reversed; M, mixed) are designated on the basis of the polarities

of samples used in site mean calculations.
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Pluton mean directions, calculated from stable sites, are also

shown in Figures 20-23, in addition to the expected Jurassic

directions. These expected directions, computed from Harrison and

Lindh (1982), are discussed in the following chapter as are the

discordances between observed pluton mean directions and expected

directions.

As stated previously, all plutons sampled are cab-alkaline in

nature, were intruded into the western Paleozoic and Triassic

subprovince, and lie within Hotz's (1971) northern plutonic belt.

Ages of Plutons Examined

Radiometrically determined ages for the plutons examined in this

study are listed in Table 3. Column A contains the average K-Ar ages

determined on hornblende from Lanphere et al. (1968) and Hotz (1971).

Application of the correction according to Dalrymple (1979) increases

these ages by approximately 2.6%; the corrected values are given in

column B. For comparison, column C lists the available U-Pb ages

determined on zircons by Jason Saleeby (Allen et al., 1982)e This

list is inoomplete, but current work by Saleeby will provide

additional ages.

Though the magmatic age of plutonic rocks is more accurately

represented by U-Pb ages, the time of blocking of the remanence is

probably better approximated by the K-Ar ages. Because of potential

problems associated with argon loss from biotite, yielding apparent-

by younger K-Ar ages, the K-Ar ages for hornblende (Table 3,

column B) are considered best estimates of the time of remanence

acquisition for the respective plutons. In the following chapter,
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Table 3: Radiometric Ages of the Kiamath Mountain Plutons Sampled
for This Study

A B C
K-Ar hrnbd. Corrected U-Pb

Pluton age (my) K-Ar age (my) age (my)

Grants Pass 136 (1) 139 **

Greyback 149 (2) 153 Not sampled

Ashland 157 (3) 161 **

Wooley Creek 152 (1) 156 162±2

Slinkard 153 (1) 157 163± 3

Column A: K-Ar ages from Lanphere et al. (1968) and Hotz (1971)
determined on hornblende. No. in ( ) refers to number of available
dates averaged; both Greyback ages are 149 my; the three Ashland
dates are 146, 160, and 166 my.

Column B: Corrected K-Ar age computed from Dairymple (1979).
Column C: U-Pb ages from Allen et al. (1982). ** in progress

by Jason Saleeby at Cal. Inst. Tech. (pers. comm., 1982).
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the observed PM directions are compared with reference poles closest

in age to these IC-Ar hornblende ages.

Greyback Intrusive Complex

Ninety-two cores were collected at ten sampling localities

within the Greyback intrusive complex in southern Oregon. The 153

m.y. old p].uton (K-Ar hornblende, Table 3) is exposed over an

elongate, NE-trending area of approximately 250 km2. sampling

sites span a 30 lan2 area just east of Oregon Caves National Monument

at the southern end of the pluton (Figure 11). Adjacent sites are

separated by <1 to 3 lan and the maximum site separation is 8 km.

Sampling outrops range in length from 20-100 m.

Paleomagnetic results are summarized in Table 1 and site mean

directions and associated 95% confidence circles are shown on the

stereonet projection of Figure 20A. Considering only samples used

in the site mean calculation, three of the ten sites possess only

normally magnetized cores (sites GM 1, 5, 10), two contain only

reversely magnetized cores (sites GM Z and 6), and the remaining

five possess cores of' both polarities (GM 2, 3, 7, 8, 9). A broad

range of stabilites exist, and MDF values vary from <30->1000 Oe

throughout the pluton, commonly spanning 200-300 Oe within a single

site.

Only one of the ten sites (GM 6, reversed) was eliminated in the

final analysis, as stable directions could not be determined for its

samples. Two sites of' mixed polarity (GM 7 and GM 9) have relatively

large circles of 95% confidence (ct95=23° and 30°, respectively), but

were not rejected since the mean direction of the remaining seven
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Table 4: Summary of Paleomagnetic Data from the Greyback Intrusive
Complex, Southern Oregon

Stable Direction

Site D(°) I(°) c95(°) k n(NT)

Core Polarityf

N R

GM 1 083 73 7 58 8(9) 8(9) --

GM 2 067 69 13 22 7(9) 4(5) 3(4)

GM 3 066 56 9 43 8(11) 4(7) 4(4)

GM 4 281 -40 11 34 7(10) 0(2) 7(8)

GM 5 056 71 14 19 7(9) 7(9) --

GM 6 * NO STABLE DIRECTION 0(9)

GM 7 130 66 23 9 6(8) 4(4) 2(4)

GM 8 064 62 13 18 9(9) 8(8) 1(1)

GM 9 084 56 30 5 7(8) 3(3) 4(5)

GM 10 088 63 14 21 7(9) 7(9) -

Mean of GM Sites

083 63 9 32 9(10)

a95 is radius of circle of 95Z confidence about mean direction;
k is precision parameter; a is number of samples (one per core) used
in calculation of (D, I); NT is total number of cores measured.

tN is normal polarity, R is reversed polarity. (8)9 signifies
that 8 cores out of 9 total were used in the site mean calculation,
1 was rejected. Appendix B summarizes data on a sample-by-sample
basis.

* Rejected site.
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Figure 20. Greyback intrusive complex site mean directions
(Fig. 20A) and pluton mean direction (Fig. 20B) with
associated circles of 95% confidence. Triangle = present
field direction, square = axial dipole field. Expected
directions for 130-170 m.y.B.P. are shown by closed cir-
cles. All projections are lower hemisphere. Open symbol
represents reversely magnetized site mean direction
inverted through the origin.
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sites (D=078°, 1:63°, c95=1O°, k:3l) is nearly identical to that which

includes these two sites. The paleomagnetic direction of the combined

data from the nine stable sites of the Greyback intrusive complex is

D:083°, 1=63° (c&95 =90, k=32), and is plotted on Figure 20B.

Grants Pass Pluton

The Grants Pass pluton is located just north of the Greyback

Intrusive complex in southern Oregon. Its age of magnetization is

139 m.y.B.P. (IC-Ar hornblende, Table 3). The paucity of fresh

outcrops permitted sampling of only five sites within the pluton's

"28O km2 areal extent. Six to ten cores were drilled at each site

for a total of 39 cores. Sampling localities span an area of' 5O

km2 across the central portion of' the pluton and are distinguished on

the basis of their relative geographic locations: GPE, east; GPN,

north; and GPW, west (Figure 11). The greatest lateral separation is

15 lan (between sites GPE 1 and GPW 3). Sites GPW 1 and GPW 2,

however, are separated by only 200 meters.

Site mean paleomagnetic directions are tabulated in Table 5 and

plotted on Figure 21A. On the basis of samples used in site mean

calculations, site GPN 1 is of mixed polarity and all others are

normally magnetized. All sites are directionally stable, with the

exception of GPN 1 whose samples are characterized by low median

destructive fields (<100 Oe) and highly erratic behavior upon AF

demagnetization. Samples from site GPE 1 (MDFs also <100 Oe)

yielded stable directions, but the similarity of the GPE 1 mean PM

direction (D=013°, 1:65°, cL95:12°) with the present field direction
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Table 5: Summary of Paleomagnetic Data from the Grants Pass Pluton,
Southern Oregon

Site D(°)

Stable Direction

I(°) cL95() k n(NT)

Core

N

Polarityf

R

GPN 1 * NO STABLE DIRECTION o(4) 0(2)

GPE 1 013 65 12 24 7(7) 7(7) --

GPW 1 054 66 5 145 7(10) 7(7) o(3)

GPW 2 038 67 3 387 8(8) 8(8) --

GPW 3 074 65 4 181 8(8) 8(8) -

Mean of GP Sites

Including
GPE 1 045 67 12 60 4(5)

Excluding
GPE 1 056 67 11 122 3(5)

Explanation as in Table 4.
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makes this site suspect for remagnetization in the Earth's present

geomagnetic field.

The majority of the samples from the three GPW sites are

normally magnetized and of' AA laboratory quality (refer to Table 2).

For any GPW site, mean directions at 100, 150, 200, and 250 Oe are

nearly identical, and stable directions were chosen at 200 Oe for

all samples. The three cores of site GPW 1 that were omitted from

the calculation of its site mean PM direction (Table 5, Appendix B)

were of reversed or transitional polarity, yielded directions removed

from the mean by more than two angular standard deviations, and had

considerably lower ?flF values than other cores from that site. In

addition, all were drilled from mafia inclusions.

Excluding GPN 1, the four stable GP sites have a combined mean

direction of D=0k5°, 1=67° (c&95=12°, k=60). Since the possibility of

remagnetization exists for GPE 1, the mean direction excluding this

site was also computed (D=056°, 1=67°, a95=11 , k=122). These

observed mean directions and their 95% confidence circles are plotted

on Figure 21B.

Ashland Pluton

The Ashland plutori straddles the Oregon-California border along

the easternmost boundary of the Klamath Mountain province. The 161

m.y.BP. pluton (K-Ar bornblende from Table 3) occupies an area of

'.k0O km2, approximately two-thirds of which is in Oregon. Seventy-

two cores were drilled at nine sampling localities, four along the

western and southwestern margin (2 in Cal., 2 in Ore.), one along the

eastern margin in Oregon, and four in the Mount Ashland region of
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Oregon (Figure 11). The area of the sampled region is 300 km2; site

separations range from 2 km to 23 km, and outcrops vary from 12

meters to 100 meters in length.

Paleomagnetic results from the Ashland pluton are summarized in

Table 6 and stable site means and associated circles of 95%

confidence are plotted on Figure 22A. Considering samples used in

site mean calculations, sites ASH 6 and 7 are of mixed polarity, all

others are normally magnetized. Three of the nine sites were reject-

ed: Site ASH 2 was too weakly magnetized for accurate measurement on

the spinner magnetometer, site ASH 9 contained highly unstable

samples, and site ASH 1 was six standard deviations removed from the

mean of the six stable Ashland sites (Figure 22A), in addition to

having poor grouping of directional data (a95:37°, k12).

The mean direction of D=32k°, 1:63° (a95:8°, k:67) for the six

stable ASH sites Is plotted on Figure 22B. This observed direction

is nearly concordant with that expected for 160 m.y.B.P., the Ashland

p].uton being the only pluton examined in this study which displays no

discordance of direction.

Wooley Creek Batholith and Slinkard Pluton

The Wooley Creek batholith (WCB) and Slinkard pluton (SP) occupy

roughly 1400 lan2 and 120 km2, respectively, in the central part of the

Kiamath Mountain province in northernmost California. Their K-Ar

(hornblende) ages are 156 and 157 m.y.B.P., respectively (Table 3).

The geographic proximity of the two Intrusions, as well as their

mutually dipping foliations, indicate that they dip toward each other

and may be connected at depth (Barnes, 1982; Allen, 1981). Their
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Table 6: Summary of Paleoinagttetic Data from the Ashland Pluton,
Southern Oregon and Northern California

Stable Direction Core Polarityt

Site D(°) I(°) ct95() k n(NT) N R

ASH 1 * 066 34 37 12 3(7) 3(4) 0(3)
ASH 2 * TOO WEAK FOR MEASUREMENT ON SPINNER MAGNETOMETER

ASH 3 326 51 20 12 6(7) 6(6) 0(1)
ASH 4 323 64 16 12 8(9) 8(8) 0(1)
ASH 5 302 61 15 18 7(9) 7(7) 0(2)
ASH 6 337 61 9 33 9(9) 7(7) 2(2)
ASH 7 338 76 9 32 10(13) 4(5) 6(8)
ASH 8 327 64 12 2]. 8(9) 8(9) --
ASH 9 * NO STABLE DIRECTION 0(4) 0(2)

Pluton Mean

324 63 8 67 6(9)

Explanation as in Table 4.
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'igure 22. Ashland pluton site mean directions (Fig. 22A)
and pluton mean direction (Fig. 22B) with associated
circles of 95% confidence. Triangle = present field
direction, square = axial dipole field. Expected direc-
tions for 130-170 m.y.B.P. are shown by closed circles.
All projections are lower hemisphere.
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comagxnatism during Middle Jurassic time is further evidenced by

colinear major element trends, similar lithologies, and identical

U-Pb age determinations (1622 in.y.B.P. for WCB, 163+3 m.y.B.P. for

SP; Allen et al., 1982). For these reasons, the WCB and SP are

herein considered to be a single intrusive body, and paleomagnetia

results for the two are presented together.

Six to ten cores were obtained from each of seven sites within

the WCB and six sites within the SP for a total of 119 cores. The

distribution of these sites is shown on Figure 11. Portions of the

WCB and SP lie within the Marble Mountain Wilderness area and could

not be sampled. Five sampling localities of the WCB lie within a

60 km2 area of the southern portion of the pluton, south of the

wilderness area. The remaining two sites, separated by 5 1cm, are

located 26 1cm north of' the wilderness area. Four of the six Slinkard

pluton sampling localitiesare confined to a 23 km2 area along the

eastern margin of the pluton, also north of the wilderness area and

13 km east of the two northern WCB localities. The remaining two

Slinkard sites are located ',16 km north of the other four SP sites

and are separated by only 500 ni. The total area of the WCB and SP

sampled Is r.1200 km2

Table 7 summarizes the PM results for the Wooley Creek batholith

and Slinkard pluton. Considering samples used in site mean calcula-

tions, three of the thirteen sites are normally magnetized (WC 3, 6,

and SLK 2), two are reversely magnetized (WC 5 and 7), and nine

contain samples of both polarities. Sites WC 1 and SLK 1, 3, and 6

were rejected on the basis of the high degree of sample instability.

In addition, many samples from site SLK 1 were too weakly magnetized
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Table 7: Summary of Paleomagnetic Data from the Wooley Creek
Batholith and Slinkard Pluton, Northern California

Stable Direction Core Polarityf

Site D(°) I(°) ct95() k n(NT) N R

WC I * NO STABLE DIRECTION 0(5) 0(3)
WC 2 046 47 13 24 7(7) 6(6) 1(1)
WC 3 033 76 7 67 8(10) 8(10) -
WC 4 356 79 13 24 7(7) 6(6) 1(1)
WC 5 221 -43 12 26 7(8) -- 7(8)
wC 6 050 63 18 26 4(8) 4(7) 0(1)
wC 7 248 -54 18 12 7(9) 0(1) 7(8)
SLK 1 * NO STABLE DIRECTION 0(5) 0(2)
SLK 2 003 68 10 35 7(7) 7(7) -
SLK 3 * NO STABLE DIRECTION 0(3) 0(5)
SLK 4 028 45 23 10 6(8) 4(6) 2(2)
SLK 5 030 55 18 11 8(8) 5(5) 3(3)
SLK 6 * NO STABLE DIRECTION 0(4) 0(2)

Individual Pluton Means

WC 046 61 15 22 6(7)
SLK 023 57 21 35 3(6)

Combined Pluton Mean

WC/SLK 037 60 11 24 9(13)

Explanation as in Table 4.



for accurate measurement on a spinner magnetometer. All rejected sites

possess samples of both polarities.

The stereonet projections of Figures 23A and 23B depict the site

mean directions for the WCB and SP, respectively. At the 95%

confidence level, 5 sites have directions similar to the present field

direction. The individual pluton means of Table 7, plotted in Figure

23C, are similar at the 95% confidence level. The group mean

direction of D=037°, 1=60°, (ct95=11°, k=2I) calculated for the six

stable WCB and three stable SP sites is shown in Figure 23D with the

present field, present axial dipole field, and expected Middle

Jurassic directions.

Summary of Paleomagnetic Data

Paleomagnetic directions determined for the Middle Jurassic

plutons examined in this study are shown on the steroenet in Figure

21L Except for that of the Ashland pluton, all directions are

clockwise rotated from those calculated from Harrison and Lindh

(1982) for the stable North American craton. Table 8 summarizes

the paleomagnetic data for these plutons, as well as the data for

the Wooley Creek and Slinkard plutons taken independently.

Eight of the thirty-seven sites were either sufficiently

unstable or magnetically weak and were rejected prior to determi-

nation of site mean direotions. All eight rejected sites are of

mixed polarity. One additional site (ASH 1) was omitted on the

basis of its anomalous direction and high degree of intersite

scatter (o9537°).



Figure 23. Wooley Creek batholith and Slinkard pluton site
mean directions (Figs. 23A and 23B, respectively) and
associated 95% confidence circles. The mean directions
for the sites in Figs. 23A (n=6) and 23B (n=3) are shown
in Figure 23C; the combined Wooley Creek/Slinkard mean
direction (n=9) is depicted in Figure 23D. Triangle =
present field direction, square = axial dipole field.
Expected directions for 130-170 m.y.B.P. are shown by
closed circles. All projections are lower hemisphere; open
symbols represent reversely magnetized site mean direc-
tions inverted through the origin.
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PALEOMAGNETIC DIRECTIONS
OF KLAMATH MOUNTAIN PLUTONS
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Figure 24. Mean paleomagnetic directions and associated
circles of 95% confidence for the Jurassic plutons of the
Kiamath Mountains examined in this study. All projections
are lower hemisphere.



Table 8: Summary of Paleomagnetic Data from Kiamath Mountain Plutons, Southern Oregon and
Northern California

Pluton D(°)

Stable Direction

I(°) a95() k n(NT)

Site

N

Polarity

R M
Age
(myBP)

Coordinates

Lat. (°N) Long. (°E)

Grants Pass 045 67 12 60 4(5) 4 - -- 139 42.45 236.60

Greyback 083 63 9 32 9(10) 3 1 5 153 42.11 236.67

Ashland 324 63 8 67 6(9) 4 - 2 161 42.06 237.29

Wooley Creek!
Slinkard 037 60 11 24 9(13) 2 2 5 * 41.59 236.76

Wooley Creek 046 61 15 22 6(7) 2 2 2 156 41.45 236.63

Slinkard 023 57 21 35 3(6) 1 -- 2 157 41.72 236.88

a95 is a radius of circle of 95Z confidence about D, I; k is precision parameter;
n is number of sites used in calculation of pluton mean direction; NT is total number
of sites sampled.

Site polarity tabulated on basis of sites used in pluton mean calucation;
N is normal polarity, R is reversed polarity, M is mixed polarity.

Age is best estimate for time of remanence acquisition (K-Ar on hornblende,
from Table 3, column B). * Not directly determined.

Coordinates are averages based on latitudes and longitudes of sites within
a given pluton.
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INTERPRETATION

Paleomagnetlo Reference Poles of Stable North America

Previous studies aimed at determining paleomagnetic pole

positions for stable North America emphasize the paucity of Jurassic

data. In addition, comparison of various polar wander paths reveals

that the greatest interpath discrepancies exist for the time period

of 160-180 m.y.B.P. (Harrison and Lindh, 1982). The uncertainties

in Middle Jurassic pole positions are due primarily to the lack of

exposures of marine deposits of this age in North America.

The paleomagnetic results obtained in this study are compared

with the paleomagnetic poles for the stable craton determined by

Harrison and Lindh (1982). Table 9 lists the pole positions for the

time period 130-180 m.y.B.P. as well as the expected directions,

calculated for the center of the sampled region (11.93°N, 236.97°E)

and uncertainties associated with each. The uncertainty in

inclination (iI) (Wilson and Cox, 1980) is

= 2A95/(1 + 3 cosp)

and the uncertainty In declination (iD) Is

= arosin (sin A95/sin p)

where A95 is the circle of 95% confidence about the pole and p is the

paleocolatitude, the angular distance from the sampling site to the

expected paleopole.

Rotation Scheme

To assess the discordance of the paleomagnetically determined
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Table 9: Jurassic Pole Positions of Harrison and Lindh (1982)
and Calculated Expected Paleomagnetic Directions

Pole p08it10a ExpectedPole
Paleofield Directionb

Age Lat. Long.
(myBP) (°N) (°E) A95(°) N D(°) I(°) p(°) LD(°) I(°)

130 66.2 164.3 5.8 14 327.2 63.3 45.2 8.2 4.7

140 66.0 156.5 5.6 11 327.5 60.7 48.3 7.5 4.8

150 66.6 147.8 5.7 10 329.9 58.1 51.2 7.3 5.2

160 69.7 132.4 7.5 10 336.5 54.3 55.1 9.2 7.6

170 75.9 121.3 9.9 7 345.1 55.1 54.4 12.2 9.8

180 69.9 96.6 5.4 13 346.3 45.0 63.4 6.0 6.7

apole positions from Harrison and Lindh (1982). A95 is the
circle of 95% confidence about the pole. N is number of studies.

bExpected paleofield direction calculated from Harrison and Lindh
(1982). Geographic coordinates used in calculating D and I are
41.93°N, 236.97°E, corresponding with the center of t?e samp'ed
region. Uncertainties in-Dr and I, ED and are calculated
according to Wilson and Cox (1980) as in the text.
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directions for the Klaxnath Mountain plutons of this study, the values

of rotation (R) and flattening (F) were computed by the equations of

Beck (1980):

and

R D0 D

F I - 10,

where D0 and 10 are the components of the observed direction and D

and I are the components of the expected direction calculated from

the appropriate reference pole of Harrison and Lindh (1982). In

addition, the 95% confidence limits (AR, F) were computed by the

equations:

arid

where

and, as before,

= (D02 +

= (I2 +

= arcsin (sin c&95/cos Ia),

a95,

arcsin (sin A95/sin p),

= 2A95/(1 + 3 cosp).

In these equations (also from Beck, 1980), ct95(A95) is the circle of

95% confidence about the observed direction (reference pole), and p is

the paleocolatitude.

The values of R ± iR and F ± iF are summarized in Table 10 with

the paleomagnetic data for each of the plutons examined. Ages of

reference poles used in calculating these values are also listed.

Because of their geographic proximity and identical ages, the PM data



Table 10: Summary of Rotations and Paleomagnetic Results

VGpa
PM Direction Age (iuyBP)

Lat. Long. Comparson RotationC FlatteningPluton D(°) I(°) ct95(°) k n(NT) (°N) (°E) A95(°) Pole ±R(°)

Grants Pass 045 67 12 60 4(5) 58.6 296.5 19.8 140 77.6±32.9 -6.3±12.9

Greyback 083 63 9 32 9(10) 33.4 292.0 12.5 150 113.1±21.3 -4.9±10.4

Ashland 324 63 8 67 6(9) 64.7 167.6 11.6 160 -12.5±20.1 -8.711.0
Woo ley Creek/
Slinkard 037 60 Ii 24 9(13) 63.3 310.0 14.4 150 67.1±23.6 -l.9l2.2

Slinkard 023 57 21 35 3(6) 72.8 331.1 25.8 150 53.1±41.8 1.1±21.6

Wooley Creek 046 61 15 22 6(7) 57.8 304.2 19.7 150 76.1±33.1 -2.9±15.9

aA95 is a radius of circle of 95% confidence about virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP).bjge of paleomagnetic pole nearest to age of pluton and used in calculationof R ± R and F ± tF (from Table 9).
CA positive (negative) value of R represents clockwise (counterclockwise)

rotation. Positive (negative) value of F represents northward (southward)
translation, disregarding tilt possibilities.
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from the Wooley Creek and Slinkard p].utons were merged, but the

pa].eomagnetic and rotation data from each are reported separately as

well. With the exception of the Ashland pluton, the paleomagnetic

directions are clockwise rotated CR is positive) and significant

at the 95% confidence level. There is no apparent correlation be-

tween the rotation of the plutons and either their geographic

locations or ages. Statistically insignificant values of F + 1F

suggest that there has been no north-south translation of the Klamath

Mountain province since Middle Jurassic time.

Interpretation of Paleomagnetic Results

Two alternatives are proposed in explanation of the discordant

paleoniagnetic directions observed for the p].utons of the Klainath

Mountains. Because of the geologic complexity of the province, the

interpretations presented are considered speculative. Additional

paleomagnetic work on other KM plutons is needed in order to constrain

the interpretations offered herein.

Interpretation I: Semi-rigid Body Rotation About a Vertical Axis

This alternative considers the simplest interpretation of the

paleomagnetic data presented in this study. Any possible post-

intrusional tilting is disregarded and the plutons are considered to

have been intruded into a coherent block which has undergone no

significant post-intrusional internal deformation, although

differences in the observed PM directions of the plutons may actually

reflect differences in rotation within this block. Discordances in



pluton mean directions are attributed to a post-Middle Jurassic

clockwise rotation of this block about a vertical axis. The

concordant direction of the Ashland pluton, however, is problematic

to this interpretation. Since the discrepancy between the PM pole

of the Ashland pluton and the remaining plutons may actually reflect

a different tectonic history of the former, the Ashland p].uton is

not considered to be a part of the rotated block and possible

explanations of its tectonic history are offered later.

Using the PM data from the stable sites of the Grants Pass,

Greyback, Wooley Creek, and Slinkard plutons, mean PM directions were

calculated for site mean CL95 values less than or equal to 15°, 200,

25°, and 30° (Table 11). Since there is no significant difference

between the mean directions and the associated confidence limits, all

22 sites were considered in the final analysis. The calculated

four-pluton mean direction of D:057°, 1:65° (ct95=7°, k=22, n22) is

clockwise rotated by 87°+18° from the expected 150 n.y.B.P. direction

of D=330°, 1:58°.

Extent of the Rotated Block Timing of
Rotations and Relation to

Oregon Coast Range Rotation

On the basis of the paleomagnetic data obtained in this study,

the rotated block is believed to encompass a minimum area of approx-

imately 8200 square kilometers. It includes the Grants Pass pluton

and Greyback intrusive complex in southern Oregon and the S].lnkard

pluton and Wooley Creek batho].ith in northern California, as well as

the terranes into which all four were intruded. Additional paleomag-

netic work is needed to determine the extent of the rotated block but
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Table 11; Mean Paleomagnetic Directions Based on Stable Sites from
the Plutons of Grants Pass, Greyback, Wooley Creek, and
Slinkard

Site Mean

ct95 D(°) I() a95() k n(NT)

15° 056 65 8 24 16(22)

2O° 055 66 7 26 19(22)

25° 055 65 7 22 21(22)

30° * 057 65 7 22 22(22)

c95 is radius of circle of 95% confidence about mean direction;
k is precision parameter, n is number of sites used in calculation,
NT is number of stable sites for the four plutons.

*Accepted four-pluton mean direction.
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the concordant direction of the Ashland pluton suggests that the

easternmost extent of the block may lie to the west of this pluton,

within the western Paleozoic and Triassic subprovince.

If the observed discordances are indeed a result of simple

clockwise rotation about a vertical axis, two important and related

questions follow: First, when did rotation of the IClamath block

occur? Second, did the Klamath Mountains and Oregon Coast Range

rotate together? Due to the uncertain nature of the KM-OCR boundary

as well as the lack of post-JurassIc PM results from the Kiamaths,

answers to either issue are difficult to ascertain.

If one assumes that the KM and OCR rotated as a single unit,

then removal of the 77°+16° clockwise rotation (Simpson and Cox, 1977)

of the Lower Eocene Siletz River Volcanics of the Oregon Coast Range

from the observed Klamath Mountain rotation leaves on the order of

100 of clockwise rotation that occurred between about 150 m.y.B.P.

and Lower Eocene time. Thus it appears that most of the KM rotation

occurred since the Lower Eocene.

Geologic evidence to support the co-rotation of the Kiamath

Mountains and Oregon Coast Range is two-fold:

1) The KM province was a major source for the Middle Eocene

sediments of the OCR Tyee and Flournoy formations (Snavely et al.,

196k; Lovell, 1969; Baldwin, 197k). Also, the Lower Eocene Roseburg

Formation, correlative with the Siletz River Volcanics, contains

exotic blocks of schist, greenstone, and conglomerate derived from the

Kiamaths (Baldwin, 197k).

2) The Middle Eocene sediments of the OCR appear, in general,
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to be in depositional contact with the Mesozoic rocks of the KM

(Magill and Cox, 1981).

Though these facts might suggest that the Tertiary OCR rotation

was accompanied by rotation of the Kiamath Mountains, such a conclu-

sion is premature on the basis of the available knowledge. Further

examination of the contact Is needed. Where exposed, the contact of

the two provinces is obscured by moderate folding and faulting. In

addition, Baldwin (1961) suggests that the prominent northwest trend

of folds in the Roseburg Formation is indicative of underthrusting from

the northwest of the Roseburg beneath the Jurassic terranes of the

Klamaths.

Tectonic History of the Ashland Pluton

Because of its concordant paleomagnetic direction, the Ashland

p].uton does not conform to the above model of simple clockwise

rotation about a vertical axis. Four possible alternatives are

presented to explain the tectonic history of the Ashland pluton and

the terranes into which it was intruded.

1) The Ashland "block" was neither rotated nor tilted, and the

direction recorded in the pluton actually represents the direction of

the stable North American craton during Middle Jurassic time. This

would imply the existence of a paleotectonic boundary west of the

Ashland pluton separating it from the discordant intrusives and their

host terranes. However there is no known surface expression of such

a tectonic boundary and it is inferred solely on the basis of the

existing pa.leomagnetic data.
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2) The pluton and its host terranes were tilted to the northeast

prior to clockwise rotation of the semi-rigid Klamath block. Direct

onlap of the northeasterly dipping marine sediments of the Upper

Cretaceous Hornbrook Formation with the Ashland pluton is evidence of

post-depositional tilting of the latter. Elliott (1971) reports a

general northwesterly strike and rather constant 10°-20° northeasterly

dip of the Hornbrook strata. Moderate variations in strike preclude

the application of an exact tilt correction. An average bedding

attitude of N32°W, 17°NE, calculated from the attitudes measured at

the six sites sampled for this thesis, was taken as an appropriate

minimum tilt correction for the Ashland pluton. In Figure 25A, the

pluton mean direction is structurally corrected by removal of the

calculated 87° clockwise rotation followed by removal of a 17° north-

westerly tilt about a S29°W strike (the attitude of the Hornbrook

Formation after removal of 87° rotation), consistent with the

presumed interpretations of tilt and subsequent rotation. The

"60-75 m.y. age difference between the Ashland pluton and Hornbrook

Formation permits the possibility of a greater than 17° tilt for the

former. Removal of a tilt of any magnitude about the S29°W strike,

however, fails to restore the direction of the Ashland pluton to the

expected mean direction of the other plutons.

3) The pluton and its host terranes were tilted to the northeast

after clockwise rotation of the semi-rigid Klamath block. As an

alternative to (2) and Figure 25A, the stereonet in Figure 25B depicts

the structurally corrected Ashland PM direction by removal of the tilt

of the Hornbrook Formation before back-rotation of the Klamath block.
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Figure 25. Possible reconstructions to explain the tectonic
history of the Ashland (ASH) pluton. Reconstruction (A)
is consistent with alternative 2 of text in which the
Ashland pluton was tilted prior to rotation of the proposed
Kiamath tectonic block. Accordingly, the direction is
structurally corrected by removal of the 87° clockwise rota-
tion followed by removal of the tilt measured for the
onlapping sediments of the Hornbrook Formation. In contrast,
reconstruction (B) illustrates alternative 3 in which the
pluton was tilted after rotation and the two step structural
correction is accomplished by removal of tilt followed by
CCW rotation. Neither (A) nor (B) restore the ASH direction
to the pre-rotation mean of the other four plutons.
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In this case, the Ashland pluton approaches the mean direction of the

other plutons, but correction about a more northerly strike is

required for a more desirable result.

4) Tilt of the Ashland pluton and clockwise rotation of the

Klamath block occurred simultaneously. The relative timing of tilt

and rotation is unresolvable. If rotation of the KM block is

post-Lower Eocene and tilt is post-Late Cretaceous, then it is

perhaps more probable that the two events were at least partially

concurrent.

Obvious difficulties arise with all four reconstructions, parti-

cularly the tirnimgs of both tilt and rotation as well as the actual

tilt magnitude of the Ashland pluton. The lack of unmetamorphosed

sediments older than the Hornbrook strata in the Ashland region

further conceals the essential structural control.

That a combination of tilt and rotation would result in a

concordant direction for the Ashland pluton is perhaps too coinci-

dental. In addition, is seems unlikely that only this pluton and its

host terranes would have been affected by the previously discussed

tilting event. Existing though poorly constrained evidence for

tilting of some of the other plutons studied paleomagnetically is

accounted for in the interpretation presented below.

Interpretation II: Regional Tilting and Clockwise Rotation

Interpretation I accounts for the observed discordances of the

Klamath Mountain plutons by clockwise rotation of the terranes into



which they were intruded. Field geologic observations by other

workers, however, suggest that discordances in some of the plutons

examined may be at least partially due to the post-intrusion doma].

uplift of the Condrey Mountain Schist which lies within the "ring"

formed by the plutons of Greyback, Ashland, Vesa Bluffs, and

Slinkard (Figure 2). This interpretation demonstrates that the

discordances in observed PM directions for the more southerly plutona

of Ashland, Wooley Creek, and Slinkard can be attributed to tilt in

response to CMS uplift. As for the plutons farther north, the

Greyback intrusive complex may or may not have been affected by such

an uplift event, but it is unlikely that the Grants Pass pluton was

affected. Clockwise rotation is thought to be the primary cause of

the discordance found for these two plutons.

Prior to presentation of interpretation II, it is appropriate

to discuss the geology of the Condrey Mountain Sohist region and the

relative timing of thrusting, CMS uplift, and pluton intrusion.

Evidence for the domal nature of the uplift is also discussed.

Geology of the Condrey Mountain Schist

The Condrey Mountain Schist (CMS) is exposed through a 650

square kilometer subcircular window of the amphibolite fades rocks

of the wTrPz on the California-Oregon border (Figure 2). Hotz (1979)

reports that the contact between the CMS and the overlying wTrPz rocks

is "undoubtedly a thrust", dipping radially outward everywhere except

where modified by high-angle faulting. The primarily greenschist

facies rocks of the dome-shaped CMS were formed by metamorphism of

graywacke and minor amounts of volcanic rocks (Hotz, 1979) during Late
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Jurassic time. Lanphere et al. (1968) and Suppe and Armstrong (1972)

report isotopic dates of 1111 m.y. (muscovite) and 155+3 m.y. (whole

rock), respectively, for the metamorphic age of the CMS. Age and

correlation of the protolith is uncertain, however, the equivalence

of the CMS with the Galice Formation of the western Jurassic sub-

province is suggested by Klein (1977) on the basis of' their lithologic

similarities as well as the structural position of both beneath the

Rattlesnake Creek terrane of the wTrPz. Gravity interpretations by

Barnes (1982) support this correlation, but Galice and CMS ages are

slightly incompatible. However, Klein also notes that since fossils

are scant in the Galice, and its stratigraphy is not well known,

there may exist parts of the formation which predate CMS metamorphism.

Relative Timing of Pluton Intrusion, Thrusting, and CMS Uplift

The post-intrusional time for thrusting of the wTrPz plate over

the lower plate (including the CMS) is suggested by gravity

interpretations by Barnes et al. (1982) which show the basal detach-

ment of the Wooley Creek batholith and Ashland pluton by this

thrusting event. The oatac].astic eastern marginal faciès of the

Slinkard pluton (Allen, 1981) further suggests that both the Wooley

Creek batholith and Slinkard pluton were truncated during thrusting.

Following from these interpretations, U-Pb age determinations on

zircons from these two intrusions constrain the time of thrusting

to be later than 162+2 m.y.B.P. (Allen et al., 1982). The onset of

uplift of the CMS, resulting in its exposure through the wTrPz, is

also confined by this U-Pb age to be post-162+2 m.y.B.P. It is

likely that uplift began shortly after thrusting and subsequent
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metamorphism of the CMS, perhaps in response to diapiric rise of the

hotter, less dense material of the lower plate through the upper

wTrPz plate. This regional uplift may still be continuing today.

Evidence for Uplift and Domal Nature of the Condrey Mountain Schist,
Tilt of the Surrounding Terranes

Factors suggesting the post-thrusting uplift of the CMS are

the exposure of lower plate rooks within the upper wTrPz plate and

the radial outward dip of the thrust bounding the CMS. In addition,

gravity data (Barnes, 1982) indicate that uplift has a minimum

vertical extent of 6 km. Further evidence for the domal uplift is

the decrease in metamorphic grade of the overlying rocks with

distance away from the CMS (Hotz, 1979).

The effect of this regional uplift on the terranes surrounding

CMS is not well defined due to the complex tectonic and metamorphic

history of the Kiamath province. However, several observations

suggest that these terranes have been tilted away from the center of

uplift. The Cretaceous sediments of the Hornbrook Formation to the

northeast which flank the KM have a northeasterly dip. Similarly,

the tabular Vesa Bluffs pluton to the south-southwest has a

southerly dip (Hotz, 1979). Exposures of deeper levels of the

Wooley Creek batbolith, and Slirikard and Ashland plutons nearer to

the CMS suggest that these plutoris which have intruded the upper

plate have also been tilted away from the CMS (Donato, 1975;

Allen, 1981; Barnes, 1982). Tilt of the Wooley Creek batholith was

further examined by Barnes (1982) and estimates of the pressure

and temperature regimes of contact metamorphic mineral assemblages
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at three localities adjacent to the WCB indicate that the batho].ith

has been tilted west-soutwestward by 35° or more.

Restoration of Wooley Creek/Slinkard and Ashland PM Directions

As in interpretation I, the mean PM direction of the Ashland

pluton was structurally corrected by removal of the 17° northeasterly

tilt of the onlapping Cretaceous Hornbrook Formation about a N32°W

strike. Since the Hornbrook Formation is Late Cretaceous in age, its

17° dip should be a minimum estimate for tilt of the Jurassic Ashland

pluton. Tilt estimates for the Wooley Creek batholith by Barnes

(1982) range from ("35° toward S70°W to "'55° toward S80°W, depending

upon the pressure estimates chosen. Because all samples except one

that were used for P-T estimates are from the southern end of the

batholith and yield a post-Intrusion tilt of 20°-35°, the value of 35°

toward S70°W was selected as the best estimate of tilt. Accordingly,

the combined Wooley Creek/Slinkard direction of D=037°, 1=60° was

corrected to D=312°, 1=71°.

Structurally corrected directions and associated c values for

these plutons are shown on Figure 26. The corrected WC/SLK direction

is much nearer to the path of expected Middle Jurassic directions than

its uncorrected direction, though not exactly coincident at the 95%

confidence level.

Structural Control for Greyback Intrusive Complex and Grants Pass
Pluton

Though structural control for the Wooley Creek, Slinkard, and

Ashland plutons is poorly constrained, it is nearly lacking for the

Greyback intrusive complex and the Grants Pass pluton. The relative
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Figure 26. Structural corrections of Wooley Creek/Slinkard
(WC/SLK) and Ashland (ASH) mean paleomagnetic directions.
The ASH direction is corrected by removal of 17° NE tilt
about a strike of N32°W (attitude of onlapping Upper Cre-
taceous Hornbrook sediments). The mean direction for the
combined WC/SLK data is corrected by removal of 35° tilt
about a N20°W strike (calculated from P-T extimates by
Barnes (1982) on contact metamorphic mineral assemblages
adjacent to the Wooley Creek batholith). Circles of 95%
confidence are shown for structurally corrected directions.
Application of these corrections brings observed PH direc-
tions nearer to respective coeval directions.
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timing of intrusion of the Grants Pass pluton and thrusting of the

western Jurassic belt under the wTrPz, the event which apparently

truncated the Wooley Creek, Slinkard, and Ashland plutons, is

uncertain. Snoke (1977) reports that the Grants Pass pluton

intrudes the western Jurassic-wTrPz boundary and therefore puts a

lower limit on fault movement at 139 m.y.B.P. (the K-Ar age of the

Grants Pass pluton). However, Ramp (1982, pers. comm.) believes

that part of the eastern contact of the Grants Pass pluton with the

western Jurassic belt is thrusted while the remainder appears to be

intrusive on the basis of sulfide mineralization and wall rock

alteration along the central-western contact. The presence of

nearly horizontal Albian ("100-106 m.y.B.P.) strata deposited on the

Galice-Rogue basement at Graves Creek near Ga].ice (Gray, pers. comm.,

1982) suggests that the Grants Pass pluton has experienced no

post-Cretaceous tilting. The possibility of post-intrusion tilting

prior to Albian time still exists, but evidence is lacking. On the

basis of the available field evidence, it is assumed that the Grants

Pass pluton has not been tilted and that most or all of the

discordance in its direction is due to clockwise rotation about a

vertical axis.

The Greyback intrusive complex has been examined in previous

studies in even less detail than the other plutons sampled for this

study and its post-intrusion history is yet more uncertain than that

of the other p].utons sampled. The most thorough study known is the

petrologic examination of the àomp].ex and its contact aureole by

Godchaux (1969). The reliability of its mean PM direction of
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D=083°, 1=63°, (ct95:9°, k=32, n=9) is supported by the large number

of sites, both inter- and intrasite consistency of directions, and

a positive reversal test in at least one site. Therefore, the

113.1°+ 25.5° of clockwise rotation of the observed direction with

respect to the expected 150 m.y.B.P. direction for stable North

America is well demonstrated, but explanations are difficult and

highly speculative.

Restoration of Greyback and Grants Pass Paleomagnetic Directions

If uplift of the CMS did, in fact, cause tilt of' the Wooley

Creek, Slinkard, and Ashland plutons, then, on the basis of the com-

parable distances from the CMS to the Greyback complex and other

plutons, a northwesterly post-intrusion tilt of the Greyback complex

is possible. The lack of evidence for tilt of the complex makes

reconstruotions difficult, but Figure 27A demonstrates that removal of

a northwesterly tilt can restore the discordant Greyback direction to

the expected 150 m.y.B.P. direction. Restoration of the observed

discordant direction for the Greyback complex requires removal of a

8° northwesterly tilt about a strike of N28°E. The magnitude of

this inferred tilt is substantial for a body of its size and distance

from the center of uplift, however, the direction of tilt seems

reasonable when considering the relative locations of the CMS and

Greyback intrusive complex (see Figure 2).

Recalling that evidence suggests that the Grants Pass pluton may

not have been tilted, at least since 100 m.y.B.P., it may be wrong to

assume that the discordance of the Greyback complex is due strictly to

tilt. Perhaps the Greyback complex experienced the same 78°±33°
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Figure 27. Structural correction of paleoxnagnetic directions
of the Greyback Mountain (GM) and Grants Pass (GP) plutons.
Figure 27A illustrates that removal of 48°NW tilt about a
N28°E strike is required to restore the observed paleomag-
netic direction for the GM to the calculated 150 m.y.B.P.
direction. Alternatively, structural corrections are
applied to the GP and GM mean paleomagnetic directions to
account for tilt of the GM pluton before and after its rota-
tion with the GP pluton in Figures 27B and 27C, respectively.
The northwesterly tilt inferred from Figure 27C is consistent
with that expected for tilt of the GM in response to domal
uplift of the Condrey Mountain Schist.
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clockwise rotation as the Grants Pass pluton, and the remainder of its

discordance is a result of tilt, either before or after rotation of

the "Grants Pass-Greyback block". If tilt occurred before rotation,

it must have been on the order of 18° toward S65°W, whereas if tilt

occurred after rotation it was approximately 18° toward N38°W (compare

Figures 27B and 27C). Alternatively, the additional 35° clockwise

rotation of the 153 m.y. old Greyback complex may be a result of its

rotation prior to the 139 m.y.B.P. intrusion of the Grants Pass pluton,

or of differential rotation between the two. Further examination of

the Greybaok intrusive complex is needed in order to address the

question of its post-intrusional tilting.

Trend of the !Clamath Mountains and Interpretation of
netic Data

The arcuate trend and westward bulge of the Kiamath Mountains is

an enigma to geologists. A paleomagnetic study of plutons along the

N-S length of the arc could aid in determining whether the arcuate map

pattern of the province represents its original shape or the deform-

ation of an originally linear feature due to regional tectonic forces.

Generally speaking, the Greyback and Grants Pass plutons lie

within the N-NE trending portion of the KM province, and the Wooley

Creek batholith, and Slinkard and Ashland plutons to the south lie

within the N-NW trending portion. Structural trends in the Sierra

Nevada are also N-NW. If the Klamath Mountains are a continuation of

the Sierra Nevada, then, in view of' the lack of post-Cretaceous

Sierran rotation (Gromm and Merrill, 1965; Grommé et al., 1967;

Hannah and Verosub, 1980; and Frei et al., 1982), it seems plausible
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that the southern N-NW trending part of the KM has not experienced any

rotation since the Middle Jurassic intrusion of plutons. It has been

shown in this interpretation of the PM data that the discordances

observed for the southerly plutons can be accounted for by post-

intrusional tilting, whereas those observed for the more northerly

plutons intruded into the N-NE trending part of the province are

believed to be primarily the result of clockwise rotation. One

possible explanation of these observed PM directions and the regional

trend of the KM is the rotation of only the northern portion of the

province, perhaps in response to Tertiary rotation of the Oregon

Coast Range, resulting in the deformation of a "Kiamath orooline".

Effect of Present Data on Existing Models

The two phase rotation model for the Oregon Coast Range offered

by Magill et al. (1981) does not require any Phase I rotation of the

Klamath Mountain province during the time period of 5O_12 ui.y.B.P.

Rather, it remained fixed in a northwest trending position straddling

the present Oregon-California-Nevada borders (Figure 8A). The pro-

posed Phase II, however, requires that the KM province participated

in the \,300 of post-25 m.y.B.P. clockwise rotation of the Oregon Coast

Range and Cascades. If interpretation I of the present data is accep-

ted and the KM block has been rotated 87°±18° since Middle Jurassic

time, then approximately 600 of the total clockwise rotation deter-

mined for the Klamath Mountains occurred between Middle Jurassic time

and the beginning of Phase II rotation, active from 20 m.y.B.P. to the

present. The results of this study can be used to generalize the
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Magill et al. model by recognizing that at least part of the KM

province participated in Phase I rotation and that it is possible that

some KM rotation ("10°) may have occurred prior to the Lower Eocene.

The results of Mankinen and Irwin (1982) and Mankinen et al.

(1982) suggest that at least the eastern Klamath subprovince was not

a part of the semi-rigid OCR block, and its rotation may have been

independent of the remainder of the KM province. As stated previous-

ly, the findings of these studies indicate that clockwise rotation of

the eastern Klamath belt (1000 post-Permian, 50° of which is post-

Jurassic) must have been completed prior to deposition of the Upper

Cretaceous Great Valley sequence and other sediments, which show no

significant rotation (11.5° ±15.8°, Mankinen and Irwin, 1982). Taken

at face value, the results of Mankinen and Irwin (1982) might

indicate that most of the rotation recorded by the Jurassic plutons

occurred prior to the deposition of the Great Valley sediments, or

that the extreme southern part of the province where Mankinen and

Irwin sampled is decoupled from the northern part of the province

sampled for this study. But the actual rotation of these Upper

Cretaceous sediments, or lack thereof, is difficult to assess due to

the remagnetization to which the majority have been subjected.

In Hamilton's (1969) configuration for Late Cretaceous

Cordilleran North America (Figure 3), the Klamath Mountains are con-

sidered to have been part of a continuous metamorphic belt parallel

to a line of Cretaceous batholiths including those of the Sierra

Nevada, northwestern Nevada, and Idaho. The Klamath Mountains are

depicted with a N-NE trend, with respect to the Late Cretaceous
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pole, and comprise the southern portion of an eastward bulge of

these belts. Again assuming the 87° of post-Jurassic clockwise

rotation of interpretation I, the PM data of this study suggest

that the original Middle to Late Jurassic orientation of the KM was

nearly perpendicular to that envisioned by Hamilton. Taking Into

account the "60° of post-Upper Triassic rotation of the Blue

Mountains of eastern Oregon (Wilson and Cox, 1980), the portion of

the metamorphic and eugeosynclinal belts which are shown in

Hamilton's model as an eastward bulge would be more accurately

depicted as a westward bulge.

Summary of Interpretations

The geologic complexity of the !Clamath Mountains provides

challenging problems in interpretation of the paleomagnetic results

obtained from the five Middle Jurassic plutons examined in this study.

On the basis of these data, speculations can be made on the tectonic

history of Kiamath Mountains since the time of intrusion ("140-160

m.y.B.P.). Except for the Ashland pluton which has a concordant

PM direction, the p].utons examined possess PM directions that are

clockwise rotated by 67° to 113° with respect to coeval directions

expected for the stable North American craton. Concordant inclina-

tions for all plutons suggest that the Klamath Mountains have not

been transported along lines of longitude since Middle Jurassic time.

In interpretation I, the discordances in PM directions are

believed to have resulted from 87°+18° of post-Middle Jurassic clock-

wise rotation of a semi-rigid tectonic block which includes the Grants
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Pass, Greyback, Slinkard and Wooley Creek plutons. The presence of KM

derived Tertiary sediments in the adjacent Oregon Coast Range, the

possible onlap of Coast Range rocks on the Klamath Mountain terranes,

and similar amounts of clockwise rotation of the KM and OCR provinces

(77°+16° for the oldest Oregon Coast Range rocks) suggest that the

two provinces have rotated together since Lower Eocene time ("55

m.y.B.P.). The additional 100 of clockwise rotation (if significant)

observed for the K].amath Mountains, however, suggests that the

Kiamaths may have begun rotating prior to formation of the oldest

Oregon Coast Range rocks.

Although the four discordant paleomagnetic directions are

averaged to obtain a mean direction, and the rotated block is assumed

in interpretation I to have undergone no significant internal

deformation since the time of pluton intrusion, the differences in

rotations f or the individual plutons might actually reflect differen-

tia]. rotation of smaller tectonic blocks. Similarly, the concordant

direction of the Ashland pluton may be suggestive of a different

tectonic history of the terranes into which it was intruded. There

are no known surface expressions of faults to delineate smaller

tectonic blocks. All five plutons were intruded into the western

Paleozoic and Triassic subprovince of the Kiamath Mountains.

Perhaps the greatest difficulty in interpreting the paleomagnetic

data presented in this study arises from the lack of structural

control for these plutons. The plutons are massive, and the metamor-

phic nature of host terranes further obscures any indication of

paleohorizontal. The Late Cretaceous sediments of the Hornbrook
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Formation, which flank the eastern margin of the Ashland pluton, are

the only known unmetamorphosed rocks in contact with any of these

plutons and indicate a post-Late Cretaceous tilt of "17° toward N58°E

for the Ashland pluton. However, additional tilt may have occurred

during the '6O m.y. post-intrusional, pre-depositional interval. In

interpretation II it is demonstrated that the discordant directions

for the more southerly plutons (Wooley Creek/Slinkard, Ashland, and,

in part, Greyback) may be attributed to tilting, consistent with

geologic observations which suggest the post-intrusional uplift of

the domal Condrey Mountain Schist. Geologic field observations also

suggest that the terranes surrounding the CMS and intruded by the

plutona may have been tilted away from the center of CMS uplift in

response to its uplift. In addition, a southwesterly tilt of '35°

for the Wooley Creek batholith was calculated by Barnes (1982) from

P-T estimates of contact metamorphic mineral assemblages adjacent to

the batholith. Structural corrections required for restoration of the

observed directions to the respective expected directions are consis-

tent with these observations, but the actual magnitudes and directions

of tilts are poorly constrained. Further geologic investigations are

needed in order to better determine the tilt corrections which should

be applied to the paleomagnetio directions for these plutons.

If tilt is disregarded and interpretation I is considered

correct, the paleomagnetic results presented in this study suggest

that the Klamath Mountains may have rotated with the Oregon Coast

Range during the Tertiary. If so, at least part of the Klamath

Mountain province rotated clockwise during Phase I (50_112 m.y.B.P.)
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of the two phase model of Magill et al. (1981), and rotation of the

Kiamaths may have begun prior to the formation of the oldest Oregon

Coast Range rocks (.'55 m.y.B.P.). Counterclockwise rotation of the

Kiamaths restores the province to a roughly W-NW trending position,

in contrast to its northeasterly trend in Hamilton's (1969) paleogeo-

graphic reconstruction, suggesting that the easterly bend of the Late

Cretaceous orooline in the region of the Pacific Northwest was more

likely to the west.
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APPENDIX A

Statistical Neasures of Data Reliability

Stable paleomagnetic directions of samples within a site were

averaged by the method of Fisher (1953) to give a site mean direction.

The goodness of the data are described by two calculated statistical

parameters, k and a95.

k The precision parameter, K, determines the dispersion of

points on a sphere. <=0 for a uniform distribution (random

directions) whereas K is. large when points cluster about the

true mean. The best estimate of iz is given by Fisher (1953)

for k>3 as

k=(N-l)/(N-R),

where N is the number of directions and R is the length of

the vector sum of direction cosines characterizing a direc-

tion of magnetization.

a95 The true mean direction of a population of N directions lies

within a circular cone about the resultant vector R with a

semi-angle a at a probability level (1-P) for k>3, where

N'R l/(N-l)
cos a(lP) = 1- [(up) -1)

and P is taken as 0.05.
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APPENDIX B

Summary of Paleomagnetic Data for All Samples
from Klamath Mountain Plutons

Paleomagnetic data for all samples measured in this study are
tabulated alphabetically by pluton and numerically by site.

Explanation

SAMPLE # Year, site, core, sample. #1 samples are those nearest
to the surface of the outcrop. * denotes samples used
in site mean calculation.

NRM NRM intensity in Gauss (emu/cc). Exponent may vary from
site to site.

MDF Median destructive field (Oe).

QUALITY Assignment of quality factors is discussed in text.

AF LEVELS AF levels (Oe) vectorally averaged to give D5,Is for
that sample. Number in ( ) refers to number of levels
used to determine mean, inclusive of end points. An
'OMITTED' sample possesses either an anomalous direction
or a more stable companion that was included in the site
mean.

Ds,Is Stable declination and inclination for sample computed
over designated interval of AF LEVELS.

c95/k angular radius of the 95Z circle of confidence.
k = (N - 1)/(N - R) = precision parameter associated
with D5,I of each sample in the designated interval.
Both are aenoted by () to signify that directions at
different Al' levels for a particular sample are
not independent vectors, c95 usually<lO° for AA,
<15° for A, and <20° for B samples.
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SAMPLE #
NRM

(GAUSS) MDF QUALITY AF LEVELS

D5
(0) (0)

cg5/k'

81,28,7,2 0.17 >1000 IF,B
81,28,8,1 0.98 >900 1F,B/C
81,28,8,2 0.64 >300 1F,B/C
81,28,9,1 0.37 weak iF
81,28,9.2 0.27 weak iF

GM 1
79,2,1,1* 0.67 E-5 465 1F,A 150-300(4) 117.1 +67.3 7°/171
79,2,1,2 0.98 >600 1F,A 150-300(4) 064.2 +69.7 6°/232
79,2,2,1* 1.64 316 1F,A 150-300(4) 066.3 +69.0 7°/157
79,2,3,1 0.16 >600 1F,B/C 50-200(5) 028.0 +49.0 6°/163
79,2,4,1* 0.12 >600 1F,A 50-300(7) 080.9 +64.0 8°/52
79,2,4,2 0.18 519 1F,B 50-250(6) 126.0 +58.8 14°/23
79,2,5,1* 0.52 600 1F,AA 600(1) 039.8 +81.5
79,2,6,1* 0.61 378 1F,A 150-300(4) 053.0 +81.2 50/395

79,2,7,1* 1.63 >300 2F,AA 300(1) 098.0 +59.5
79,2,7,2 2.00 >600 2F,AA 600(1) 097.0 +63.5
79,2,8,1* 0.12 >300 1F,A 150-300(4) 091.4 +75.6 7°/180
79,2,9,1* 0.29 >300 1F,A 150-300(4) 066.6 +72.5 4°/429
79,2,9,2 0.24 >300 1F,A 150-300(4) 090.9 +80.4 6°/219

CM 2
80,6,1,1* 1.26 E-4 460 1F,AA 500(1) 050.1 +74.9
80,6,1,2 1.23 464 1F,AA 500(1) 055.5 +79.8
80,6,2,1 47.2 46 2F,B 400-900(5) 263.2 -46.5
80,6,2,2 30.5 77 2F,B 250-500(4) 300.0 +43.1
80,6,3,1* 0.61 142 2F,A 150-300(4) 341.4 +75.6
80,6,3,2 0.36 200 2F,A 150-300(4) 307.4 +68.5
80,6,4,1 0.48 71 2F,B 150-300(4) 298.9 +67.1
80,6,5,1* 3.96 79 2F,B 150-300(4) 246.5 -51.9
80,6,5,2 6.84 41 2F,A 50-150(7) 308.0 -47.7
80,6,6,1* 2.03 36 1F,A 150-300(4) 054.8 +82.0
80,6,6,2 2.34 35 1F,A 150-300(4) 080.9 +80.0
80,6,7,1* 5.70 44 2F,A 150-300(4) 114.0 +73.0
80,6,8,1* 3.13 270 1F,AA 300(1) 252.2 -52.8
80,6,9,1* 1.17 666 1F,AA 300(1) 255.1 -55.5

GM 3
80,7,1,1 1.86 E-3 57 1F,A/B 50-150(3) 195.3 +20.1
80,7,1,2 1.74 53 1F,A/B 200-300(3) 162.2 +55.2
80,7,2,1* 0.12 265 2F,A 200-300(3) 063.4 +63.2
80,7,3,1* 0.11 288 3F,AA 200-300(3) 062.1 +63.4
80,7,4,1 0.13 29 1F,A/B 50-300(7) 277.3 +75.0
80,7,4,2 0.11 24 1F,A 75-200(4) 074.4 +19.1
80,7,5,1* 0.15 278 2F,A 150-250(3) 059.0 +74.7
80,7,6,1* 0.55 359 2F,AA 300(1) 246.0 -47.0
80,7,6,2 0.84 345 2F,AA 300(1) 251.8 -43.3
80,7,7,1* 0.36 433 2F,AA 300(1) 261.5 -46.9

14°/32
7°/196
2°/1622
5°/310
30/777

1°/6195
4°/500
2°/1925
3°/1286
4°/645

7°/315
13°/86
2°/2773
20/6340

5°/126
4°/612
12°/102



ir,i

SAMPLE #
NRM

(GAUSS) MDF QUALITY AF LEVELS

D5

(°) (°) ct9/k

80,7,8,1* 1.39 381 1F,AA 300(1) 246.2 -41.2
80,7,8,2 0.19 468 1F,AA 500(1) 258.6 -33.4
80,7,9,1* 0.55 445 1F,AA 300(1) 236.1 -49.6
80,7,10,1 9.12 84 1F,A OMIT- 1" FROM CORE 1 IN OUTCROP -

USED AS CHECK.
80,7,11,1* 0.10 >250 LF,A 150-250(3) 063.1 +63.2 2°/4673

GM 4

80,8,1,1 0.64 E-5 68 2F,B/C 50-200(5) 222.4 +26.6 4°/368
80,8,1,2 0.32 62 2F,B/C 25-100(4) 186.4 +41.2 9°/112
80,8,2,1* 0.14 118 2F,B/C 150-300(4) 286.8 -42.4 11°/73
80,8,3,1* 0.23 425 1F,A 50-300(7) 289.3 -35.5 30/343

80,8,3,2 0.18 235 1F,B/C 50-200(5) 263.8 -39.5 8°/100
80,8,4,1* 0.34 34 1F,B/C 100-250(4) 274.7 -29.2 8°/134
80,8,4,2 0.08 180 1F,B/C 25-200(6) 268.1 -39.5 40/353

80,8,5,1 0.19 78 1F,C/D OMIT
80,8,5,2 0.13 68 1F,C/D OMIT
80,8,6,1 0.17 83 2F,C/D OMIT
80,8,6,2 0.14 88 2F,C/D OMIT
80,8,7,1* 3.69 619 1F,AA 300(1) 278.9 -50.9
80,8,7,2 2.14 >300 1F,AA 300(1) 278.7 -37.5
80,8,8,1* 3.66 251 2F,AA 300(1) 281.0 -48.9
80,8,8,2 5.49 138 2F,A 150-300(4) 276.9 -52.3 3°/1011
80,8,9,1* 5.25 32 2F,A/B 75-300(6) 278.7 -16.0 5°/169
80,8,9,2 3.74 42 2F,B 200-300(3) 282.8 -14.5 10°/158
80,8,10,1* 7.66 275 2F,A 50-300(7) 280.8 -53.0 1°/4667

GM 5
81,21,1,2* 0.26 E-4 180 1F,AA 200(1) 077.9 +46.1
81,21,2,2* 0.44 259 3F,A 12.5-100(5) 054.7 +83.3 4°/423
81,21,3,2* 0.30 90 1F,A 100-200(3) 063.3 +71.2 3°/1741
81,21,4,2* 3.42 42 1F,A 150-250(3) 025.9 +81.6 14°/76
81,21,5,1 2.57 40 2F,B 50-250(5) 087.5 +40.4 15°/27
81,21,5,2* 2.87 32 2F,B 100-250(4) 188.5 +88.4 24°/16
81,21,6,2* 2.33 37 1F,B 50-200(4) 034.4 +50.1 10°/92
81,21,7,1 0.39 51 1F,C OMIT
81,21,7,2 0.56 42 1F,C OMIT
81,21,8,1 1.02 45 3F,C OMIT
81,21,8,2 1.11 42 3F,B 150-250(3) 215.6 +62.1 11°/137
81,21,9,2* 1.00 121 3F,B 100-250(4) 052.9 +63.1 5°/404

GM 6 (OMITTED)
81,22,1,2 0.41 E-5 274 2F,D Stable directions could not
81,22,2,2 0.19 >700 2F,D be determined.
81,22,3,2 0.26 >700 1F,C/D
81,22,4,2 1.07 271 1F,D
81,22,5,2 0.21 >700 1F,D
81,22,6,2 0.50 625 2F,D
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NRN Ds
SAMPLE # (GAUSS) MDF QUALITY AF LEVELS (°) (°) a95'/k

81,22,7,2 1.78 178 1F,D
81,22,8,2 1.25 43 2F,D
81,22,9,2 1.08 >700 1F,D

GM7
81,23,1,2* 349 E-6 79 1F,AA 100(1) 053.5 +66.1
81,23,2,1 12.1 282 2F,D 50-150(4) 166.3 -66.8 12°/60
81,23,2,2 7.30 183 ZF,C/D OMIT
81,23,3,1* 0.64 >300 1F,A 75-200(4) 149.2 +79.5 6°/238
81,23,3,2 0.37 97 1F,B 50-150(3) 148.2 +48.9 14°/42
81,23,4,1 7.74 >300 2F,B/C 75-150(3) 353.3 -08.4 30°/18
81,23,4,2 12.9 266 2F,D OMIT
81,23,5,2* 1.57 >700 1F,B 150-300(3) 288.2 -65.2 17°/31
81,23,6,2* 0.76 >700 2F,B/C 50-250(5) 342.0 -34.8 15°/25
81,23,7,2* 48.2 99 2F,AA 100(1) 082.3 +71.3
81,23,8,2* 2.36 604 2F,A/B 100-250(4) 153.3 +41.0 4°/525

GM 8
81,24,1,1* 0.87 E-5 >300 1F,AA 50-150(4) 087.6 +66.8 30/757

81,24,1,2 2.86 >900 1F,B 50-150(4) 190.6 +55.8 9°/103
81,24,2,2* 15.9 45 2F,B 50-150(4) 084.2 +43.1 19°/24
81,24,3,1 17.3 55 1F,B 100-250(4) 018.0 +80.0 11°/69
81,24,3,2* 9.70 58 1F,A/B 50-150(4) 011.1 +59.9 3°/1353
81,24,4,2* 3.71 54 1F,B/C 50-100(3) 059.6 +74.3 70/344

81,24,5,2* 13.8 50 1F,B 50-100(3) 079.8 +60.9 12°/109
81,24,6,1 0.03 >300 1F,B/C OMIT
81,24,6,2* 1.27 >300 LF,B 50-100(3) 104.3 +70.6 10°/146
81,24,7,1 0.52 60 2F,C 50-150(4) 017.3 +35.7 100/91

81,24,7,2 1.75 700 2F,C 50-200(5) 111.9 +28.4 14°/32
7,1 & 7,2 * (average) 067.1 +42.7 180°/3
81,24,8,1* 0.22 41 1F,A 50-150(4) 061.0 +71.7 8°/139
81,24,8,2 0.03 46 1F,D OMIT
81,24,9,1* 0.33 >1000 LF,B/C 500-1000(4) 215.7 -40.8 20°/23
81,24,9,2 0.44 63 1F,D OMIT

GM 9
81,25,1,1 16.2 E-5 125 1F,AA 150-200(3) 056.9 +76.8 4°/980
81,25,1,2* 26.6 78 1F,AA 75(1) 063.9 +82.3
81,25,2,2* 0.46 300 1F,A/B 75-250(5) 284.0 -20.6 5°/227
81,25,3,1 0.83 >300 IF,AA 300(1) 010.7 +65.9
81,25,3,2* 0.48 294 1F,AA 300(1) 356.8 +61.3
81,25,4,1 0.05 >900 1F,C/D OMIT
81,25,4,2 0.06 158 1F,C/D 50-100(3) 260.6 -13.6 17°/51
81,25,5,2* 9.51 87 1F,A 300-900(4) 294.0 -43.0 13°/50
81,25,6,2* 4.36 79 1F,A 300-900(4) 290.0 -41.0 18°/26
81,25,7,2* 1.16 330 2F,AA 300(1) 273.6 -26.8
81,25,8,2* 79.0 45 1F,A 75-200(4) 354.4 +51.7 4°/554
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SAHPLE #
NRM

(GAUSS) MDF QUALITY AF LEVELS

D5

(°) (°) c9/k'
GPW 1
81,18,1,2* 0.57 E-4 290 2F,AA 200(1) 066.5 +63.2
81,18,2,2* 0.51 182 1F,AA 200(1) 067.4 +68.5
81,18,3,2* 0.94 >250 1F,AA 200(1) 059.8 +64.2
81,18,4,2* 0.34 250 1F,AA 200(1) 056.2 +58.0
81,18,5,2 0.35 >900 2F,B/C 500-900(3) 146.0 -56.7 200/38
81,18,6,2* 0.43 >250 2F,AA 200(1) 037.3 +61.5
81,18,7,2* 0.36 165 1F,AA 200(1) 050.7 +71.5
81,18,8,2 0.23 35 1F,B 500-900(3) 349.4 +77.0 15°/73
81,18,9,2 0.10 45 1F,B 50-150(4) 329.9 +77.4 9°/103
81,18,10,2* 0.67 127 1F,AA 200(1) 042.7 +69.3

GPW 2
82,1,1,2* 2.32 E-4 75 1F,AA 200(1) 043.1 +69.8
82,1,2,2* 2.10 59 1F,AA 200(1) 038.7 +67.1
82,1,3,2* 2.26 45 1F,AA 200(1) 029.8 +67.5
P.) 1 4,.,.,J., ,

* 3.31 42 1F,AA 200(1) 048.4 +64.7
82,1,5,2* 2.71 43 1F,AA 200(1) 026.6 +68.3

1 6 ,
" 1.72 66 1F,AA 200(1) 049.7 +65.882,1,7,2* 1.10 71 1F,AA 200(1) 030.6 +67.9

1 P
.1. , '.i,.

.)* 1.21 50 IF,AA 200(1) 035.5 +62.5

GPW 3
82,11,2,2* 2.77 E-3 90 1F,AA 200(1) 075.4 +64.1
82,11,3,2* 1.98 89 1F,AA 200(1) 081.8 +66.6
82,11,4,2* 1.68 255 1F,AA 200(1) 075.4 +69.6
82,11,5,2* 2.37 146 2F,A 200(1) 073.9 +64.0
82,11,6,2* 1.35 >250 1F,AA 200(1) 064.8 +62.6
82,11,7,2* 2.33 195 1F,AA 200(1) 095.2 +59.9
82,11,8,2* 1.14 >250 2F,AA 200(1) 068.3 +62.2
82,11,9,2* 1.31 300 1F,AA 200(1) 055.8 +68.0

SLK 1 (OMITTED)
81,2,1,2 43.0 E-6 >250 Too weak for accurate measure-
81,2,2,2 1.13 >250 ment on spinner magnetometer.
81,2,3,2 0.12 >100
81,2,4,2 0.15 >100
81,2,5,2 0.38 97
81,2,6,2 0.35 188
81,2,7,2 0.34 >75
81,2,8,2 0.09 >75

SLK 2
81,3,1,1* 6.93 E-7 190 1F,B 50-150(4) 290.6 +78.1 18°/26
81,3,2,2* 9.56 48 1F,AA 50-250(6) 008.7 +69.8 3°/715
81,3,3,2* 1.92 >700 2F,B 50-250(6) 042.9 +68.0 16°/1981,3,4,2* 14.1 >250 1F,AA 250(1) 352.3 +60.4
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SAMPLE #
NRM

(GAUSS) MDF QUALITY AF LEVELS
Ds

(°) (°) Cg5/k

81,3,5,2* 2.02 >250 2F,AA 75-150(3) 015.1 +72.7 3°11590
81,3,6,2* 3.32 >250 1F,AA 250(1) 357.2 +50.7
81,3,7,2* 1.11 596 1F,B 100-250(4) 002.2 +63.2 14°/44

SLK 3 (OMITTED)

82,4,1,2 1.56 E-6 475 1F,C/D Site mean direction could not
82,4,2,2 26.0 85 IF,B/C be determined due to lack
82,4,3,2 0.14 >700 1F,B/C of agreement among cores.
82,4,4,2 1.92 >1000 1F,B/C
82,4,5,2 3.09 490 1F,B/C
82,4,6,2 2.09 39 IF,B/C
82,4,7,2 1.15 >1000 1F,B/C
82,4,8,2 1.75 >1000 1F,B/C

SLK 4
82,5,1,1* 1.43 E-6 500 1F,AA 200(1) 055.1 +71.3
82,5,1,2 0.10 >400 1F,B 50-300(6) 342.4 -60.8 48°/3
82,5,2,1 0.09 149 IF,C OMIT
82,5,3,1* 0.27 265 1F,A 50-300(7) 031.0 +36.0 5°/132
82,5,3,2 0.47 48 1F,B 150-250(3) 357.5 +36.9 4°/1086
82,5,4,1 5.26 >1000 1F,A 250-1000(8) 233.8 -23.2 3°/403
82,5,4,2* 7.37 >1000 1F,B 300-800(5) 233.4 -21.2 5°/227
82,5,5,2* 0.75 181 1F,AA 50-300(6) 000.6 +54.5 4°/330
82,5,6,1 0.46 130 1P,C 50-100(3) 022.0 +19.4 7°/362
82,5,6,2 0.14 >400 1F,B/C 100-250(4) 068.2 +45.8 27°/13
6,1 & 6,2 * (average) 041.4 +34.8 6°/130
82,5,7,1 0.40 68 1F,B/C 200-300(3) 169.4 -31.1 6°/417
82,5,7,2 0.66 1000 IF,A 500-1000(4) 168.4 -39.5 6°/246
7,1 & 7,2 * (average) 168.9 -35.3 18°/184
82,5,8,1 1.59 238 3F,B 50-250(6) 190.9 -37.8 l0°/50
82,5,8,2 0.49 64 3F,C 25-75(3) 316.5 +82.5 25°/26

SLK 5
82,6,2,2* 5.75 E-7 90 1F,A 200-500(5) 004.9 +66.8 7°/113
82,6,3,2* 2.39 414 1F,AA 250-500(3) 323.6 +60.8 7°/305
82,6,4,1* 2.02 147 2F,A/B 50-100(3) 348.6 +44.7 14°/80
82,6,5,2* 4.83 175 1F,A 50-200(5) 029.0 +51.3 5°/196
82,6,6,2* 2.01 >1000 2F,A 200-1000(6) 226.7 -37.2 5°/145
82,6,7,2* 87.0 131. 1F,B 150-300(4) 229.8 -32.4 9°/98
82,6,8,1* 14.5 347 1F,A 150-300 083.8 +63.6 7°/198
82,6,8,2 3.36 350 1P,B/C OMIT
82,6,9,2* 5.12 804 1F,B 250-600(5) 227.0 -47.9 9°/67
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SAMPLE #
NRM

(GAUSS) MDF QUALITY

Ds

AF LEVELS (°) (°) c95/k

SLK 6 (OMITTED)
82,10,2,2 9.04 E-7 46 1F,C/D Site mean direction could not
82,10,3,2 17.6 198 1F,B/C be determined due to lack
82,10,5,1 8.52 65 1F,A of agreement among cores.
82,10,6,1 8.00 39 1F,C
82,10,8,1 3.61 94 2F,C
82,10,9,1 5.22 39 1F,C

WC 1 (OMITTED)

81,4,1,2 13.7 E-6 40 1F,C Stable directions could not
81,4,2,2 0.38 125 1F,B be determined.
81,4,3,2 0.61 43 2F,B
81,4,4,2 0.08 78 2F,C
81,4,5,2 288 34 2F,C
81,4,6,2 25.5 91 1F,C
81,4,7,2 29.8 170 1F,C
81,4,8,2 20.2 >250 IF,C

WC 2
81,5,1,2* 3.96 E-6 234 2F,A/B 12.5-100(5) 053.2 +42.0 5°/281
81,5,2,1* 1.35 179 1F,A/B 100(1) 010.9 +66.1
81,5,2,2 3.59 82 1F,A/B 100(1) 321.8 +63.3
81,5,3,2* 4.23 368 1F,A/B 150-250(3) 230.1 -24.2 4°/1128
81,5,4,2* 7.60 109 IF,A 100-200(3) 056.5 +43.7 100/157
81,5,5,1* 1.58 65 1F,B 25-250(5) 049.4 +52.0 14°/24
81,5,5,2 1.07 90 1F,B 50-200(5) 143.8 +69.8 11°/53
81,5,6,2* 2.65 170 2F,A 50-100(3) 026.1 +51.9 5°/751
81,5,7,2* 0.93 >250 1F,B 75-100(2) 054.9 +40.1 17°/222

WC 3
81,6,1,1* 1.24 E-4 79 2F,AA 150(1) 345.2 +75.0
81,6,2,2* 1.88 68 2F,AA 75(1) 006.4 +83.1
81,6,3,2* 1.79 57 1F,AA 75(1) 057.6 +83.9
81,6,4,2* 1.72 54 2F,AA 75(1) 035.8 +74.4
81,6,5,1* 2.88 48 1F,AA 75(1) 045.2 +67.9
81,6,6,2* 2.05 53 1F,A 75(1) 067.9 +80.9
81,6,7,2* 1.90 49 1F,AA 75(1) 022.6 +61.9
81,6,8,2* 1.67 58 IF,AA 75(1) 050.1 +72.1
81,6,9,1 0.02 131 1F,A 100-200(3) 045.7 +36.1 11°/126
81,6,9,2 0.01 >200 1F,A 75-150(3) 028.1 +35.4 6°/481
81,6,10,1 0.01 158 IF,B 75-200(4) 029.1 +51.3 11°/65
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NRN D5

SAMPLE // (GAUSS) MDF QUALITY AF LEVELS (°) (°) CL95/k

WC 7
82,9,1,1* 9.72 E-7
82,9,2,1* 4.19
82,9,3,1* 8.23
82,9,4,1 5.41
82,9,5,2* 7.02
82,9,6,1 7.87
82,9,6,2* 5.88
82,9,7,2* 9.15
82,9,8,2* 21.3
82,9,9,1 4.45

500 1F,A
617 1F,B/C
129 1F,B/C
674 2F,B/C
668 1F,B
696 1F,C
128 LF,B/C
743 1F,B
835 1F,AA

1000 LF,C

50-500(8)
200-500(4)
50-150(4)
50-200(5)
150-500(5)
OMIT
200-300(3)
50-250(6)
25-900(13)
OMIT

296.3
305.4
230.8
223.2
255.2

224.5
226.3
259.3

57.6 5°/115
85.7 29°/il
59.1 17°/28
+49.0 110/53

36.1 14°/32

41.0 41°/b
43.0 9°/52
37.7 2°/322
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APPENDIX C

Locations and Descriptions of Sampling Sites

The following summary lists the location and description of each

of the 37 sites within the five IClamath Mountain plutons as well as

the six sites within the Upper Cretaceous Hornbrook Formation sampled

for paleomagnetic study. Sampling localities are arranged alphabeti-

cally according to pluton, sites from the Hornbrook Formation are

described at the end.

Three maps distributed by the USFS were found to be particularly

useful and the appropriate map for each site is given. Topographic

maps listed are 15' quadrangles from the states of Oregon and

California.

Rock names were assigned according to the classification scheme

of Streckeisen (1972). Textures are hypidiomorphic granular except

when otherwise stated.

Abbreviations used:

Lat Latitude

Long Longitude

FSR Forest Service Route

KNF Klamath National Forest

SNF Siskiyou National Forest

RRNF Rogue River National Forest
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ASHLAND PLUTON

ASH 1--Bullion Mtn (80,4)
Hornbrook quad., Sisklyou Co., CA.
Lat=41°56 '47"N, Long:122°45'03"W
SW 1/4 Sec 2, T47N, R8W, KNF.

Roadcut near peak and on south side of Bullion Mtn, 2.95 ml from
intersection of roads to Buckhorn Bally Lookout, Shaft Rock, and Hilt
along road toward Shaft Rock. Outcrop consists of fairly intact
medium-grained gabbro. 7 cores obtained within lateral distance of
30m and within 3-4m from road level.

ASH 2--Hungry Creek (80,5)
Condrey Mountain quad., Siskiyou Co., CA.
Lat=41°58'25"N, Long=122°46'15"W
Intersection of Seas. 27, 28, 33, 34, T48N, R8W, KNF.
Roadcut on north side of FSR 48N01 along Hungry Creek, 0.5 miles

east of Beaver Creek. Moderately weathered outcrop of medium-grained
granodiorite. 7 cores drilled within lateral distance of 10-12m and
within 8-lOm of road level.

ASH 3Mt. Ashland Ski Area road (81,1)
Ashland quad., Jackson Co., OR.
Lat42° 03' 44"N Long1 22° 38' 48"W
SE 1/4 Sec 24, T4OS, R1E, KNF or RRNF.
Exit from 15 and proceed to Mt. Ashland Ski Area road turnoff.

Site is 2.4 miles west from intersection and marked by an "X" of two
very prominant veins of more silicic material cutting through very
weathered mediuni-grained granodlorite representative of Donato' s
(1975) first intrusive phase. Fresh granodiorite blocks also present.
7 cores drilled within lateral distance of 60m along road from fresher
material only.

ASH 4--Mt. Ashland Ski Area road (81,12)
Ashland quad., Jackson Co., OR.
Lat=42°03 '47"N Long=122°40 'OO"W
NE 1/k of NW 1/4 Sec 26, T4OS, R1E, KNF or RRNF.

Very large roadcut at sharp turn in road 2.3 miles west of ASH 3.
Marked by spray paint graffiti "Willy-n-Nina". Very leucocratic
biotite quartz monzonite of Donato's (1975) second intrusive phase. 9
cores drilled; 7 from mafia veins and inclusions, 2 from host
monzonitic rock.

ASH 5--Bull Gap (81,13)
Ashland quad., Jackson Co., OR.
Lat:42°05'48"N Long=122°40 '14"W

Central portion of boundary between Secs. 11 & 14, T4OS, R1E, RRNF.
Continue toward summit of Mt. Ashland along ski area road and turn

north on FSR 2080 toward Bull Gap. Fresh roadcut outcrop of medium-
grained granodiorite is 6.0 miles from turnoff. Moderately fractured
with numerous cross-cutting silicic veins. 9 cores drilled within
approx. lOOm portion of outcrop along road.
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ASH 6--North of Bull Gap (81,111)
Ashland quad., Jackson Co., OR.
Lat=112° 06 ?581TN Long=122° 110 '3i4"W

SE 1/k Sec 2, T11OS, R1E, RRNF.

Roadcut outcrop 3.2 miles north of Ash 5 along FSR 2080. Quite
mafic with abundant cross-cutting veins of very silicic, coarse-
grained rock. Host rock consists of moderately weathered, medium-
grained granodiorite with fresher blocks of similar lithology. 9 cores
from fresher material only.

ASH 7--Interstate 5 (81,17)
Ashland quad., Jackson Co., OR.
Lat=112° 05 '52"N Long=1 22° 36 '26"W

SE 1/Il Sec. 8, T1IOS, R2E, RRNF.

Roadcut outcrop of southbound 15 just south of rest stop south
of Ashland. Within sight of very large outcrop of pluton to the south
that is above freeway at railroad overpass. Locally foliated, medium-
to coarse-grained granodiorite with potassium feldspar phenocrysts up
to 2cm in longest dimension. Fine-grained mafic inclusions are
elongate and semi-parallel to trend of' foliation. 13 cores; 9 mafic
inclusions, 11 host rock.

ASH B--Wagner Glade Gap (81,27)
Talent quad., Jackson Co., OR.
Lat=112° 06 '29"N Long=122° 117 '16"W

NW 1/k Sec. 11, TIIOS, R1W, RRNF.

Proceed 12.85 miles south from Talent on Rapp Rd. along Wagner
Creek to 0.25 mile long roadcut outcrop. Site confined to middle part
of outcrop where rock is freshest and most mafic. Medium-grained
quartz diorite. 9 cores within lateral distance of 110 meters.

ASH 9--Beaver Creek (81,28)
Talent quad., Jackson Co., OR.
Lat=112°01 '12"N Long=122°116'118"W
SE 1/k Sec. 2, TillS, R1W, KNF or RRNF.
Proceed north from Beaver Creek Forest Service Station f or 5.7

miles along FSR 1103111 (KNF map says kOSl6). At intersection of 110S111
and 111S22, go west along 111S22. Fairly fresh roadcut outcrop on west
side of West Branch Long John Creek. Medium- to coarse-grained
quartz diorite. 9 cores.

GRANTS PASS PLUTON

GPE 1--Grants Pass East (79,3)
Grants Pass quad., Josephine Co., OR.
Latk2°25'1l6"N Long=123° 18'53"W
NW 1/11 of NE 1/4 Sec. 20, T36S, R5W, SNF.
**Spled and described by Dr. Shaul Levi and Robert Karlin.
Outcrop on south bank of Rogue River next to fallen old bridge 2

about 2 miles east of Grants Pass (off Acacia). Riverbed exposure of'
slightly foliated, moderately weathered biotite quartz diorite.
7 cores.
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GPN 1--Grants Pass North (79,4)
Grants Pass quad., Josephine Co., OR.
Lat=42° 28 '39"N Long=1 23° 20' 58"W

NE 1/4 Sec 1, T36S, R6W, SNF.
**Sampled and described by Dr. Shaul Levi and Robert Karlin.
Outcrop is about 2 miles north of Grants Pass on frontage road,

just south of 15 overpass. Consists primarily of highly weathered rock
and talus-covered slope, however, at base of slope near road are
portions of fresh, medium-grained quartz monzonite. 6 cores drilled
within lateral distance of about 12m along road.

GPW 1--Applegate River (81,18)
Grants Pass quad., Josephine Co., OR.
Lat=42°24'12"N Long=123°27'06"W
SE 1/4 of NW 1/4 Sec. 31, T36S, R6W, SNF.
From city of Grants Pass take 99W and then 199W to west side of

Applegate River. Park after turning north toward Merlin. Exposures
of foliated medium-grained quartz diorite on west bank of river.
Rocks are moderately weathered on surface and smooth from water
erosion. Occasional felsic dikes and large inclusions of more mafic
foliated rock. Locally fractured but easily drilled. 10 cores; 2
from mafic inclusions, 8 from host rock.

GPW 2Applegate River (82,1)
Grants Pass quad., Josephine Co., OR.
Lat=112°21$'12"N Long=123°27'06"W
SE 1/4 of NW 1/k Sec. 31, T36S, R6W, SNF.
200m north along Applegate River from GPW 1. Outcrop similar to

GPW 1. Medium-grained pyroxene quartz diorite. 8 cores.

GPW 3--Merlin, Oregon (82,11)
Glendale quad., Josephine Co., OR.
Lat=42°31 '03"N Long=123°26'kl"W
NE 1/4 Sec. 19, T35S, R6W, SNF.
Roadcut outcrop 1.2 miles west of Merlin Trading Post in central

Merlin along road toward Galice. 25m long outcrop of weathered but
intact, medium- to coarse-grained granite. 9 cores.

GREYBACK MOUNTAIN INTRUSIVE COMPLEX

All sampling localities within the Greyback Mountain intrusive
complex are located on the Oregon Caves 15' quadrangle, Josephine
County, Oregon.

GM 1 (79,2)
Lat:42°07'34"N Long=123°21 '47"W
SE 1/4 Sec. 1, T4OS, R6W, SNF.
Roadcut on FSR 3941, 7.8 miles east of junction with State Route

46 (near Greyback Recreation Site), adjacent to switchbaok over creek.
Very heterolithologic outcrop but principal rock type is quartz
diorite. 9 cores within lateral distance of about k5m; 7 cores in
roadcut, 2 from streambed.
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GM 2--Little Sugarloaf Peak (80,6)
Lat=42°08'25"N Long=123° 19'49"W
NE 1/U Sec. 31, T39S, R5W, SNF.

Continue on FSR 3941 east of Low Divide. Bear left to head east
on dead end road throu&i northern portion of Sec. 31, nearly to end of
road. Moderately fractured roadcut just east of quarry. Medium-
grained quartz diorite. 9 cores; 7 drilled along road, 2 in quarry.

GM 3--Little Sugarloaf Peak (80,7)
Lat=42°08'25"N Long:123° 19'149"W

NE 1/14 Sec. 31, T39S, R5W, SNF.

Fifty meters west of GM 2 at bend in road. Rook type as in GM 2.
11 cores drilled within 2-3m of road within lateral distance of lOOm.

GM 11--Mt. Elijah (80,8)
Lat:42° 05 '33"N Long1 23° 22 '29"W
NW 1/14 Sec. 114, TI4OS, R6W, SNF.

Roadcut 0.75 miles west of Bigelow Lakes on FSR 14045. Medium- to
coarse-grained gabbro intruded by aplite dikes and fewer mafia dikes.
Outcrop is about 50m in length and moderately to heavily fractured but
blocks appear in place. 10 cores at road level.

GM 5--Sturgis Fork Road (81,21)
L,at:142°05'28"N. Long=123°18'OO"
NW 1/4 Sec. 16, TZ4OS, R5W, RRNF.
Large roadcut outcrop at hairpin turn of FSR 3930, 3 miles north

from intersection with Miller Lake Rd. (bear right at fork in road and
follow road marked "END OF ROAD 14 MILES"). Fine- to medium-grained
quartz diorite with occasional inclusions of metasedimentary rock. 9

cores drilled within lateral distance of 25m and 9m from road level.

GM 6Sturgis Creek (81,22)
Lat=142005t101?N Long=123° 16 '141 "V

SW 1/U Sec. 15, TI4OS, R5W, RRNF.
Creek bed outcrop 3.0 miles west along Sturgis Creek from

Thompson Creek road. Easternmost portion of outcrop contains much
incorporated country rock, but more suitable outcrop is 25m upstream.
Fresh, fine- to medium-grained gabbro with several inafic, very fine-
grained veins up to 14-5 meters thick. 9 cores within 20m along stream.

GM 7--Sturgis Creek (81,23)
Lat=42°O5'28"N Long=123° 15'57"W
NW 1/14 Sec. 14, TI4OS, R5W, RRNF.

Roadcut outcrop along Sturgis Creek, 1.5 miles west from
Thompson Creek (0.14 miles E of GM 6). Outcrop of medium- to coarse-
grained gabbro varies from fresh and unfractured to highly frac-
tured and/or weathered rock. Possible displacement of some blocks.
8 cores drilled within 140m interval along road.
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GM 8--Sturgis Creek (81,24)
Lat=42°05'41"N Long123° 17'26"W
NE 1/4 Sec. 16, T4OS, R5W, RRNF.

Minorly fractured stream bed outcrop of south-flowing stream along
Sturgis Fork road (FSR 3930), 2.3 miles from intersection with Miller
Lake road (0.8 miles E of GM 5). Medium-grained hornblende gabbro.
9 cores drilled within 50m from base of falls near road.

GM 9--Bigelow Lakes (81,25)
Lat=42°05'lO"N Long=123°22'12"W
SE 1/4 Sec. 14, TIIOS, R6W, SNF.

Enormous outcrop in clearing, 0.25 miles to south side of FSR
40115, 0.75 miles east of site GM 11. Highly fractured and moderately
weathered medium-grained gabbro. 8 cores from fresher medium-grained
veins within easterrnnost N-S trending ridge.

GM 10--Road to Bigelow Lakes (81,26)
Lat=42° 06 '22"N Long=1 23° 22 '29"W

NW 1/4 of NE 1/Il Sec.11, TIIOS, R6W, SNF.

Two portions of roadcut outcrop separated by 0.1 miles. Western-
most portion is 0.6 miles east of intersection of FSR 40116 and
lO45 on 4046. Medium- to coarse-grained quartz diorite. 9 cores;
4 from western portion, 5 from eastern.

SLINKARD PLUTON

SLK 1--Scott River (81,2)
Scott Bar quad., Siskiyou Co., CA.
Lat=41 °39'29"N Long:123°06 '36"W
SE 1/k Sec. 16, TII4N, R11W, KNF.
Roadcut outcrop 0.6 miles north of Bridge Flat campground along

Scott River. Very fresh, slightly fractured exposures of highly
foliated, medium-grained biotite quartz diorite. 8 cores drilled
within about llOni portion along road.

SLK 2--Seiad Valley (81,3)
Seiad Valley quad., Siskiyou Co., CA.
Lat111 °49'34"N Long=123°08'07W
SE 1/4 Sec. 17, T46N, R11W, KNF.
Quarry along Klamath River Highway (State Highway 96), 1.9 miles

east of FSR 116N116 to Lake Mountain L.O. just east of Seiad Valley.
Fresh exposures of foliated medium-grained quartz diorite separated by
weathered portions. Difficult to tell if some blocks are in place,
however, samples drilled from apparently undisturbed blocks. 7 cores.

SLK 3--North Fork Kelsey Creek (82,11)
Scott Bar quad., Siskiyou Co., CA.
Lat=41 °39'23"N Long=123°08'OO"W
SW 1/4 Sec. 20, T15N, R11W, KNF.
Roadcut outcrop 0.2 miles west of Scott River along FSR 11W12

(N. Fk. Kelsey Cr.). Fractured and moderately weathered outcrop
(25-30m long) of slightly foliated granodiorite. 8 cores.
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SLK LI--Scott River Road (82,5)
Scott Bar quad., Siskiyou Co., CA.
Lat=141° 140 'OO"N Long:1 23° 06 '29"W

NE 1/14 Sec. 16, T1414N, R11W, KNF.

Roadcut outcrop 1.0 mile north of Bridge Flat campground along
Scott River Road (0.5 mi. N of SLK 1). Excellent exposures of
foliated, medium-grained biotite quartz diorite. Outcrop is about
50m long, including 12-15m interval of weathered material (not
sampled). 8 cores.

SLK 5--Scott River Road (82,6)
Scott Bar quad., Siskiyou Co., CA.
Lat=41° 140 '21 "N Long1 23° 06 'OO"W

SW 1/4 See. 10, T1U4N, R11W, KNF.

Roadcut outcrop 2.0 miles north of Bridge Flat Camp, 1.3 miles
south from FSR 146N614 at Gold Flat. Outcrop extends for approx. 100m
though portions are highly weathered and fractured (not sampled).
Medium-grained biotite quartz diorite. 9 cores.

SLK 6--Seiad Valley (82,10)
Selad Valley quad., Siskiyou Co., CA.
Lat=141°J49'31P'N Long=123°08'07"W
Sw 1/k Sec. 17, T146N, R11W, KNF.

Roadcut outcrop 0.3 miles west of SLK 2. Outcrop is about 50m
long and consists of foliated and moderately weathered, medium-grained,
granodiorlte. 9 cores.

WOOLEY CREEK BATHOLITH

WC 1--Bear Creek (81,14)
Ukonom Lake quad., Siskiyou Co., CA.
Latk1°38'52"N Long123° 15'53"W
SE 1/14 Sec. 19, TJ41IN, R12W, KNF.

At Happy Camp, turn south onto FSR 15N06, follow sign to Bear
Creek Trail. Below bridge is creek bed outcrop of foliated garnet-
bearing diorite. Garnets occur in roughly spherical aggregates up to
5 cm in diameter. Near eastern contact of WCB with amphibolite facies
rocks of wTrPz. 8 cores; 2 downstream from bridge, 6 upstream.

WC 2--Sulfur Springs (81,5)
Ukonom Lake quad., Siskiyou Co., CA.
Lat=k1°39 '18"N Long=123° 18'50"W
SW 1/14 of SE 1/k Sec. 29, T15N, R8E, KNF.
Approximately 12-13 miles south of Happy Camp at Sulfur Springs

campground. Creek bed outcrop under bridge of medium- to coarse-
gra.ined tonalite. Good possibility of hydrothermal alteration due to
presence of major joint sets and hotsprings. 7 cores drilled from both
sides of creek.
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WC 3Steinacher Creek Rd. (81,6)
Forks of Salmon quad., Siskiyou Co., CA.
Lat=li1°214'OO"N Long123°22'21"W
NW 1/li of SW 1/14, Sec. 27, T12N, R7E, KNF.

From Murderer's Bar east of Oak Bottom campground, proceed 1.65
miles northeast along FSR 12W20. Two good outcrops of moderately
weathered fine- to medium-grained granite along road. 8 cores drilled
within continuous 30m portion of outcrop bounded by decomposed granite.
Two cores drilled from mafic dioritic inclusions within weathered
granite about 1/14 ml SW (toward Salmon R.) from outcrop of other
8 cores.

WC li--Salmon River (81,7)
Forks of Salmon quad., Siskiyou Co., CA.
Lat=111° 20 '221"N Long=123° 23 '146"W

NE 1/k Sec. 20, T11N, R7E, KNF.
Approximately 0.7 miles SE of Indian Bottom Mine at Grant Bluffs

along Salmon River. Outcrops below road and in roadcut, but
sampling was confined to riverbed outcrop. Very fine-grained
porphyritic gabbro with pyroxene phenocrysts. Pyrite present in
minor amounts. Near eastern contact of pluton with wTrPz. Large
inclusions (up to 3m across) of incorporated Hayfork terrane meta-
sediments, as well as skarns and cab-silicates in lesser amounts.
7 cores; difficult to drill due to presence of complex joint systems.

WC 5--Steinacher Creek Rd. (82,7)
Forks of Salmon quad., Siskiyou Co., CA.
Lat1l1°23'O3"N Long=123°214'142"W

SE 1/4 Sec. 31, T12N, R7E, KNF.
Roadcut outcrop along FSR 12W20, 0.6 miles north of intersection

with Salmon River Road, just north of gate across road. Several short
(approx. 20m) outcrops of moderately fractured, coarse-grained grano-
diorite. 8 cores drilled along road within 15m extent.

WC 6--Salmon River (82,8)
Forks of Salmon quad., Siskiyou Co., CA.
Latk1°2O'36"N Long=123°211'06"W
SW 1/k Sec. 17, T11N, R7E, KNF.
Riverbed outcrop of medium-grained granodiorite on Salmon River

5.15 miles east of intersection of FSR 12W20 with Salmon River Rd.
Park at trail leading to abandoned mining claim and hike down trail.
At bottom of hill, turn sharply to right, head toward water. 8 cores.

WC 7--Salmon River (82,9)
Forks of Salmon quad., Siskiyou Co., CA.
Lat=k1°22'37"N Long123°25'17"W
NW 1/14 Sec. 6, T11N, R7E, KNF.
At Murderer's Bar under bridge of FSR 12W20 over Salmon River.

Medlum-grained granodiorite. 9 cores.
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UPPER CRETACEOUS HORNBROOK FORMATION

The locations of sampling sites of the Upper Cretaceous Hornbrook
Formation are given below. AU samples, with the exception of site
NB 6, were obtained (either by oriented hand sample or drill core)
from the fine-grained upper mudstone member of the formation described
in text. All sites contain well-bedded, undeformed sediments.

HB 1--Hilt (81,11)
Hornbrook quad., Siskiyou Co., CA.
Lat:k2° 00 'OO"N Long=122° 36 '21 "W

NW 1/1 Sec.21, T18N, R7W, KNF.
Average bedding attitude: N O.2°W, 15°NE.
Steep roadcut outcrop on east side of 15, directly across from

Stateline Mobil station at Hilt exit. Outcrop consists primarily of
very fissile, thinly bedded inudstone. 6 oriented hand samples taken
from moderately consolidated 15-20cm thick mudstone interbeds.

NB 2--Dead Indian (81,15)
Ashland quad., Jackson Co., OR.
Lat=k2°11 '2I"N Long122°39'12"W
SW 1/ Sec. 12, T39S, R1E, RRNF.
Average bedding attitude: N 1U°W, 17°NE.
Superb 0.25 mile long roadcut outcrop at right angle turn of

Dead Indian Road, 0.75 miles north of State Route 66. Turbidite
sequence of mudstones and sandstones with well-consolidated beds,
ranging in thickness from 2-3mm to O.5m, interbedded with friable
shales and mudstones. 21 cores drilled within stratigraphic
thickness of about 6m.

HB 3--"Geology Lane" (81,16)
Hornbrook quad., Siskiyou Co., CA.
Lat1 059?

13"N Long=122°36 '56"W
NE 1/1 Sec. 26, TI8N, R7W, KNF.
Average bedding attitude: N 52°W, 11L5°NE.
Hillside outcrop on "Geology Lane". From Stateline Mobil

station at Hilt exit off 15, proceed toward valley to west. At bottom
of hill, cross railroad tracks and bear left onto "Geology Lane".
Outcrop is 0.5 miles from tracks on east side of road. Six oriented
hand samples, 3 from each of 2 well-consolidated 20cm thick mudatone
beds.

HB 1--Oregon-California border (81,19)
Hornbrook quad., Siskiyou Co., CA.
Lat:I2°OO'21 "N Long=1 22° 36 'kS"W

SE 1/LI Sec. ill, TII8N, R7W, KNF.

Average bedding attitude: N 11°W, 13.6°NE.
Steep roadcut outcrop on east side of' 15 at Ore-Cal border con-

sisting of numerous well-consolidated mudstone beds separated by
fissile aha.les and mudatones. 13 cores drilled from Il beds ranging
in thickness from 10-20cm and located between i4m and lOm upsection
from road level. Lateral extent of sampling area approx. 15m.
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HB 5--Dead Indian Highway (81,20)
Ashland quad., Jackson Co., OR.
Lat=112°11 '21PN Long=122°39'12"W
SW 1/k Sec. 12, T39S, R1E, RRNF.
Average bedding attitude: N k5°W, 19.1I°NE.

Roadcut outcrop lOm stratigraphioally upsection from site HB 2.
10 cores drilled within stratigraphic thickness of 3m.

HB 6--Interstate 5 (81,29)
Ashland quad., Jackson Co., OR.
Latk2°O5'OO"N Long=1 22° 36 '22"W

SE 1/k Sec. 17, TI0S, R2E, RRNF.
Average bedding attitude: N 39°W, 2k..2°NE.

Roadcut outcrop on west side of southbound 15, 0.6 miles north
of exit to Mt. Ashland. One of the lower members of the formation.
Outcrop consists of fine- to medium-grai.ned gray sandstone in beds
up to im thick separated by brownish-gray shaly interbeds. Some sand-
stone beds are normally graded and contain fossiliferous and/or
conglomeratic layers (up to 15cm thick) with pebble-sized clasts. 9

cores drilled from 3 sandstone beds over a stratigraphic thickness
of k-5m.




